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ABSTRACT

IMPROVING AN OPEN-SOURCE POPULATION MAPPING METHOD
UTILIZING SPACEBORNE, AIRBORNE, AND TERRESTRIAL
INSTRUMENTS
Nirav Nikunj Patel, Ph.D
George Mason University, 2017
Dissertation Director: Dr. Donglian Sun

With human population growing by over 80 million a year, it has been projected
that within the next 50 years, the 10 billion mark will be reached. Most of this
growth is expected to be concentrated in primarily urban areas in low income
countries. Rapid population growth has been well documented to impact
economies, environment and health of nations, which are all expected to undergo
significant change. To measure impacts of population growth with high accuracy,
high resolution, and contemporary data on human population distributions as well
as their compositions are necessary for planning interventions and monitoring
changes.

Disease burden estimation, epidemic modeling, resource allocation, disaster
management, accessibility modeling, transport and city planning, poverty mapping,
and environmental impact assessment have integrated spatial databases of human
xv

population. Low income regions of the world often lack relevant data or the data are
of poor quality, whereas in high-income countries, extensive mapping resources and
expertise are at their disposal to create such databases. The major obstacles to doing
settlement and population mapping across the low income regions of the World
include the scarcity of mapping resources, lack of reliable validation data and the
difficulty in obtaining high resolution contemporary census statistics.

Focusing in on the open-source WorldPop Project and its associated methods,
within the WorldPop Project a range of open geospatial datasets are combined in a
flexible regression tree framework to reallocate contemporary aggregated spatial
population count data. The resultant maps, backed by statistical assessments,
suggest that the resultant maps are consistently more accurate than existing
population map products, as well as the simple gridding of census data. The
Project’s 100m spatial resolution is a finer mapping detail than has even been
produced at national extents, and as the data can be integrated with household
survey, microdata, satellite and other data sources, this enables the production of
more diverse datasets. Population count estimates can now encompass age
structures, births, pregnancies, poverty and urban growth.

The aim of this dissertation is to provide a critical eye on how the open-source
population mapping pioneered by the WorldPop project can be improve to directly
indicate the presence of people within its datasets more accurately. The first section
is an experiment with a tool called Google Earth Engine that can rapidly analyze
vast amounts of satellite imagery to extract remotely sensed data, in this case
xvi

applying a Normalized Difference Spectral Vector calculation over Landsat
imagery to improve the temporal resolution of the population datasets. The second
section is an experiment utilizing volunteered geographic data in the form of
Twitter data that is geo-located, providing a layer of information that is human
volunteered as a covariate in the population mapping process. The final section is a
discussion of future work in mapping population at a continuous 30 meters, as
opposed to 100 meters to examine the limitations of the co-variate datasets, as well
as exploring the potential future implementation of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles to
validate remote sensing classifications.
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CHAPTER ONE

This chapter provides an overview of the goals of open-source population mapping
in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2, literatures relevant to methodology of population mapping
and the specific experiments within this dissertation will be reviewed in this section.
Section 1.3 provides the statement of the overall problem. Section 1.4 elucidates the
objectives of the study. Section 1.5 described the intended audience for the dissertation.
Brief descriptions of the dissertation’s main chapters are given in Section 1.6.

1.1 Overview of the goals of open-source population mapping

The global population is projected to increase from 7 billion to over 9 billion over
the next four decades, with much of this growth concentrated in low income countries
(“World Population Prospects: The 2010 Revision”, 2011). The effects of such rapid
demographic growth are well documented, with impacts on the economies, environment
and health of nations (Bongaarts, 2009). To measure the impact of this population
growth, as well as progress towards development goals, there is a need for
contemporary, spatially-explicit, high resolution maps that accurately identify
population distributions.
High-income countries often have mapping expertise and substantial resources at
their disposal to create accurate and contemporary spatial population datasets. However,
1

across the lower income regions of the world, equivalent resources and relevant data can
often be either lacking or are of poor quality (Tatem & Linard, 2011). Over the past few
decades there has been increasing interest in creating large-area gridded population
distribution datasets (Cheriyadat et al., 2007; Balk et al., 2006; Linard et al., 2012) to
support applications such as disease burden estimation, climate change and human
health adaptive strategies, disaster response, accessibility modelling, transport and city
planning, and environmental impact assessment (Balk et al., 2006; Linard et al., 2012;
Linard et al., 2010; McMichael et al., 2006; Rasul & Thapa, 2003; Tatem, et al., 2007).
Current global gridded population datasets include the Gridded Population of the World
(GPW) database (Balk & Yetman, 2004; Tobler et al., 1997) and the Global Rural
Urban Mapping Project (GRUMP) (Balk et al., 2005). In addition, there is the LandScan
Global Population database (Bhaduri et al., 2007; Dobson et al., 2000), and the United
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) compiled gridded datasets for Latin America,
Africa, and Asia (Nelson, 2004; Deichmann, 1996). The WorldPop project provides
freely-available gridded population data for Africa, Asia and the Americas (Linard &
Tatem, 2012; Linard et al., 2010; Stevens et al., 2015). With the exception of GPW, all
of these datasets use spatial covariate datasets on factors related to the way that humans
distribute themselves on the landscape to disaggregate areal-unit based census counts to
grid squares.
Spatial covariate datasets used in the population disaggregation process tend to
include factors known to correlate with population densities, such as satellite-derived
maps of human settlements, urban areas, topography, lights at night, and land cover.
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Additionally, infrastructure-related variables have been used, including road networks
and health facilities (e.g. Stevens et al., 2015). However, all of these covariates are
typically static in nature and not direct measures of the presence of people. Recent
efforts have shown the potential of ‘big data’ sources, such as mobile phone call data
records, to map populations dynamically using the communication patterns of phone
users (Deville et al., 2014), but such data are generally difficult to obtain and are highly
sensitive, both commercially and for privacy reasons. The rise in data availability of
user communications and check-ins through social media presents opportunities
however, in terms of a data-source that is freely available, dynamic and without the data
sensitivity restrictions of mobile call data records. However it is important to consider
that a limitation of utilizing social media is that Internet connected smartphones are
often expensive resources in low-income countries and the applicability of these
methodologies might be limited (Ramaswamy et al., 2009).
Open-source population mapping thus will be a methodology continuously
developed to adapt to the needs of earth sciences and geoinformation sciences. This
dissertation aims to suggest and evaluate methods to improve open-source population
mapping using the current state of the art instruments available on spaceborne, airborne
and terrestrial platforms. The three experiments in this dissertation deal with
methodologies being explored to increase the spatial and temporal resolution of
population outputs to improve their utility.

1.2 Literature Review
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1.2.1 Dasymetric Mapping of Areal Data
A census refers to the methodology employed to acquire and record information
about the members of a population over a defined territory with an emphasis on
individual enumeration and a certain defined periodicity. Spatially, census mapping refers
to the placement of this information in a spatial reference, and distribution of counts in
areal units. Humanity had attempted to map its own population distributions in many
early civilizations (Edwards, 1969).
Dasymetric maps appeared out of thematic mapping, which utilizes areal symbols
to spatial classify certain types of volumetric data. This method was initially pioneered
by Benjamin Petrovich Semenov-Tyan-Shansky in 1911 and popularized by others
(Petrov, 2012). Historically and currently, dasymetric mapping is favored for mapping
population density as it is able to realistically place data over geography. Dasymetric
maps often utilize standardized data and places areal symbols by taking actual changing
densities within the map area. In order to utilize this method, ancillary information must
be acquired in order to inform the statistical data. The method created historically to
serve the need of accurately visualizing population data. They are now more common
with the ease of production in utilizing geographic information systems (Zakrzewska,
1967; Muehrcke, 1972; Kraus et al., 1974).
Dasymetric mapping represents certain advantages over areal unit representation in
the sense that due to its surface-based representation, it allows for population data
aggregation to nearly any desired areal unit. This allows it to avoid certain areal-unit
derived problems (Bracken, 1993). Surface representations in dasymetric mapping also
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allow for graphic units of display (like grid cells), that can be uniform in size across a
region, and surfaces of populations may offer more accurate cartographic representations
of populations that normal chloropleth maps do (Langford & Unwin 1994). In the early
days of GIS use on personal computing devices in the early 1990s, raster data was being
used to create a surface-based format to convert demographic data into reliable and useful
surface based representation of population and its associated attributes from aggregated
census data (Langford et al. 1991; Martin & Bracken 1991).
1.2.2 Areal Interpolation and Dasymetric Mapping
When creating a population surface from areal unit data, this is considered to be
areal interpolation or transforming a set of geographic data from one set of boundaries to
another. This method is typically used when comparing spatial datasets that are stored in
incompatible areal units such as congressional districts and census tracts. In this case,
raster population surface generation is a special case of areal interpolation, as the desired
(target) areal unit (a raster grid cell) is intended to approximate a continuous surface. This
means that the grid cell must be much smaller than the size of the original areal unit of
data aggregation (Mennis, 2003).
Areal weighting is a technique that can be used whereby each grid cell is assigned a
population value based on its percentage area of the given host areal unit. In this method,
the requirement of when the summation of the population data to the original set of areal
units is preserved in the transformation to a new set of areal units, this meets the
requirement of what is considered to be the pycnophylactic property (Tobler, 1979).
Similarly intentioned techniques are put forward by (Flowerdew & Green, 1993) and
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(Goodchild et al., 1993).
More sophisticated variants of areal interpolation include the inverse distance
weighted (IDW) interpolation. In this interpolation, population counts area assigned to
summary points what come from the centroids of the original areal units. A moving
operation over an “empty” raster grid is then assigns to the window kernel a value that
aligns with the population values of the centroids that are contained within the window,
with some centroids having more “weight” than other centroids. This methodology
assumes that population density must decrease from the centroid when considering
distance-decay functions and allows for some areas of the raster surface to have no
population (Bracken & Martin, 1989; Martin, 1989).
These techniques advanced as the quality of data became better and more available
over the years, and their usage are almost always dependent upon the types of ancillary
data that are used (Mennis & Hultgren, 2006).
1.2.3 Evolution of current population mapping methods trends
In the 1990s there was a growing interest in the global mapping of human
populations (Deichmann, 1996; Jones, 1990), which lead to the advanced development of
methodologies that could spatially downscale human population count data from
censuses (sometimes summarized over large and irregular administrative units) to grid
squares of 100 meters to 5 kilometer resolution in size (Balk & Yetman, 2004; Tobler et
al., 1997; Dobson et al., 2000; Balk et al., 2006; Linard et al., 2012; Gaughan et al., 2013;
Azar et al., 2013) . Initially these methods used simple areal weighting (Balk & Yetman,
2004; Deichmann et al., 2001). Others used dasymetric modeling approaches (Balk et al.,
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2006; Linard et al., 2012, Gaughan et al., 2013), which often utilized ancillary layers in
order to redistribute population countries within particular administrative units (Mennis,
2003) .
Methodologies of techniques that spatially downscale population numbers
continue to be refined with basic dasymetric models incorporating multiscale remotely
sensed and geospatial data, in making improvements to the types of statistical algorithms
used in the process (Stevens et al., 2015; Bhaduri et al., 2007; Azar et al., 2010).
It is important to note that no matter how complex and sophisticated these
particular methods are, they are largely constrained by the population count data, from
censuses and this forms the basis of estimation of population distributions across large
areas (Linard et al., 2012; Gaughan et al., 2013).
Global positioning and GIS technologies have allowed for the improvement of
census data collection and processing, but they are usually an infrequent and expensive
source of detailed population data. Additionally for many low-income countries, the
unreliability of estimates, low spatial resolution and lack of contemporary data often
represent further limitations. This means that the latest health indicators of populations
might be based on outdated or coarse input population data, which is inherently
restrictive when contemporary estimates are needed for critical purposes (Tatem et al.,
2011; Tatem et al., 2012; Tatem, 2014).
Populations are very dynamic, and moving daily, seasonally and annually, and thus
attempts to map these dynamics for high-income countries have been made (Bhaduri et
al., 2007; Leung et al., 2010). However, newer methods have opened up the use of
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mobile phones as a way to measure these densities more accurately in resource-poor
regions of the world (Deville et al., 2014).
1.3 Statement of the problem
1.3.1 The modifiable areal unit problem
As the complexity and breadth of data collected for administrative units and census
tracts increased over the years, these datasets started to become publically accessible.
When areal units are divided, and partitioned, it is typically for arbitrary reasons. The
most prominent issue that arises in the modifiable areal unit problem (MAUP). MAUP
can best be defined as a situation where modifying the boundaries and/or the scale of data
aggregation often significantly affects the results of spatial data analysis (Openshaw,
1983). Given this, it is sometimes unclear whether a census-based analysis actually
indicates some reality about individuals living with that particular region or if they are
strictly a function of the given areal unit that is used in an analysis. Choropleth maps of
population notoriously give the impression that population is often distributed
homogenously throughout an areal unit, where it is clear that often times some areas of
the region are uninhabited (Dorling, 1993).
The emergence of the surface-based demographic data representation, where data is
modeled as a continuous field as opposed to irregular partitioning into arbitrary areal
units has often been considered to be the solution. In comparing an areal unit and a
surface model of population this can be understood in the context of an object versus the
field representations of geographic reality (Goodchild, 1992).
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In the object view, population is a set of individual geography entities, where
population attributes can be attached. In the field view, population is a continuously
varying surface whose value (in this case, population density) can be measured in any
given location. In reality, population of course is composed of individual people, and
both the object and field representations of population are often abstractions of that
particular reality. In the context of GIS, in the object view, this information is displayed
using points, lines and polygons in a vector data based model, whereas in the field view
this is a tessellation of square grid cells in the raster data model (Mennis, 2003).
In the open-source population mapping modelling process, surface-based
population representation is much more preferred over areal unit representation, the
objective of this dissertation is to suggest experiments that would improve an opensource population mapping method in addressing the modifiable areal unit problem.
1.4 Objectives of the study
1.4.1 Overall objectives

The aim of this dissertation is to provide a critical eye on how the open-source
population mapping pioneered by the WorldPop project can improve to directly indicate
the presence of people within its datasets more accurately. The first section will be an
experiment with a tool called Google Earth Engine that can rapidly analyse vast amounts
of satellite imagery to extract remotely sensed data, in this case applying a Normalized
Difference Spectral Vector calculation over Landsat imagery to improve the temporal
resolution of the population datasets. The second section will be an experiment utilizing
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volunteered geographic data in the form of Twitter data that is geo-located, providing a
layer of information that is human volunteered as a covariate in the population mapping
process. The final section will involve a discussion of proposed work in mapping
population at a continuous 30 meters utilizing machine learning methods, as opposed to
100 meters, comparing the current state of the art methods as well as examining a method
to validate land cover classifications utilizing UAVs.
1.5 Intended audience
This dissertation is intended for researchers and developers that work in
the field of Geoinformatics. The writing assumes that the reader has basic understanding
of principles in Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing. Therefore,
although the topics of disease burden estimation, epidemic modeling, resource allocation,
disaster management, accessibility modeling, transport and city planning, poverty
mapping, and environmental impact assessment are related to the research within this
dissertation, the major caveat is that these topics are examined through the lens of
Geoinformatics.

1.6 Organization of Dissertation
Chapter Two will specifically examine how utilizing spaceborne instruments can
improve an open-source population mapping method. NASA/USGS Landsat-derived
satellite imagery will be analyzed using a tool called Google Earth Engine that can
rapidly analyze vast amounts of satellite imagery to extract remotely sensed data, in this
case applying a Normalized Difference Spectral Vector calculation over Landsat imagery
10

to improve the temporal resolution of the population datasets.
Chapter Three will examine how an open-source population mapping method can be
improved using utilizing terrestrial instruments: In this experiment, volunteered
geographic data in the form of Twitter data that is geo-located, provides a layer of
information that is human volunteered as a covariate in the population mapping process.
In Chapter Four, spaceborne and airborne instruments will be explored in mapping
population at a continuous 30 meters, as opposed to 100 meters, in order to examine the
limitations of the co-variate datasets that are being used as well as examining the utility
in the varying resolutions for analyzing impacts of climate change on human populations.
Inclusion of new airborne instruments (UAVs) will be discussed as a novel way to
improve the population mapping method at this resolution, mainly for validating remote
sensing classifications. The current state of the art population mapping methods at 30
meter resolution will be also be explained and examined.
Chapter Five includes a discussion on the impact of the dissertation and its place in
the dasymetric mapping research, conclusions on the work of Chapters 2 through 4, and
an outline of logical and meaningful future work.
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CHAPTER TWO: MULTITEMPORAL SETTLEMENT AND POPULATION
MAPPING FROM LANDSAT USING GOOGLE EARTH ENGINE

Nota bene: The results and rationale described in this chapter have been published as
Patel et al. 2015. Some passages have been quoted verbatim and are allowed to be
reprinted with the permission and attribution of the main author, N.N. Patel.
Landsat imagery has proven to be useful in understanding global urbanization trends
over different timescales. Satellite-derived data have been integral in understanding
trends in urban sprawl and many other dynamics of urbanization (Guindon et al.,
2004;Angel et al., 2005; Burchfield et al., 2006; Schneider & Woodcock,2008; Potere et
al., 2009; Schneider, 2012; Taubenböck et al., 2012;Sexton et al., 2013).
The Google Earth Engine (GEE) is an online environmental data monitoring
platform that incorporates data from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) as well as the Landsat Program. After the USGS opened access to its records of
Land-sat imagery in 2008, Google saw an opportunity to use its cloud computing
resources to allow records of Landsat imagery to be accessed and processed over its
online system. This has enabled users to reduce processing times in analyses of Landsat
imagery and make global scale Landsat projects more feasible (e.g., Hansen et al., 2013).
The 30 m spatial and multispectral resolution is ideal for defining urban areas, and its
revisit time is sufficient for monitoring applications (Woodcock et al., 2008). Moreover,
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because of Landsat’s temporal continuity from 1972 to the present day, it is a popular
platform to use for urban change analysis (Alberti et al., 2004; Bagan & Yamagata, 2012;
Rawashdeh & Saleh, 2006;Yuan et al., 2005).
In the past two decades, the Landsat platform has been paired with imagery from the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) (Hansen et al., 1998), the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program’s Operational Linescan System’s nighttime
imagery. (Elvidge et al., 1996, 1997, 1999; Sutton, 2003), and NASA’s Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Schneider et al., 2003, 2009, 2010) to
improve the accuracy of urban detection and mapping across large areas. The
improvement of methods for detecting urban extents has also driven improvements in
population mapping. Satellite imagery has formed the basis of many large area
population mapping efforts, such as the Global Rural–Urban Mapping Project (CIESIN,
2004) LandScan (Bhaduri et al., 2007) and WorldPop (Linard et al., 2012; Gaughan et al.,
2013; The WorldPop Project, 2014). Satellite-derived urban extents and, more generally,
land cover tend to form an important component of accurate population mapping (Linard
& Tatem, 2012; Linard et al., 2011), but detailed data can often be costly or time
consuming to produce. The GEE presents the possibility for analyzing and classifying
satellite data with great speed, so that more relevant and accurate outputs in terms of
distributions of population can become a reality (Hansen et al., 2013).
In this chapter an approach for the automated extraction of urban areas from Landsat
imagery built into the GEE is presented, and a novel method of validation of this
mapping using changes in the statistical performance of a high resolution population
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mapping method is also explored (Stevens et al., 2015).
2.1 Methods
2.1.1 Study area
The study area for the experiment in this chapter is the Indonesian island of Java,
which, along with being the world’s most populous island, is also only the fourth largest
island in Indonesia but contains more than half of the island nation’s population. Jakarta,
the capital city is also located on the island and is Indonesia’s largest city. The island is
661 miles long from east to west; it ranges in width from about 60 miles in the center to
more than 100 miles near each end (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Map of study area and Java administrative boundaries levels 1 and 2.
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2.1.2 Urban extent extraction procedure
The urban extraction methodology proposed in Patel et al, 2015, is based on
supervised classification of multispectral data. In this work we consider “urban areas” all
the portion of a scene with spectrum similar to selected training areas. These training
areas include buildings, roads, and other artificial surfaces. Therefore, in the following
“urban extents” do not correspond to “built-up extents”. Thus, the definition of urban
areas is instead more similar to “impervious surfaces.”
Accordingly, the implemented processing chain is a spectral-based analysis followed
by a spatial regularization that is undertaken using the Google Earth Engine cloud
computing environment. Processing and implementation in a cloud environment allows
for a consistent scaling of the computational efforts when dealing with wide geographical
areas. The extraction procedure includes three steps, briefly detailed below: (i)
preprocessing and selection of a set of Landsat scenes covering the geographical area and
time span of interest, (ii) computation of the Normalized Difference Spectral Vector
index (NDSV), a collection of spectral indices that have already been proven (Angiuli &
Trianni, 2014) to be an efficient input to urban extent classification algorithms
classification and, (iii) spatial-based post-processing.
2.1.2.1 Pre-processing and scene selection

Preprocessing includes orthorectification and coregistration of all the scenes, so that
data acquired at multiple dates overlap. This is done internally and seamlessly by the
GEE platform at the ingestion of ingestion of the data from the USGS repository. No
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radiometric intercalibration or atmospheric correction is performed, however. Although
all scenes are calibrated according to the sensor parameters, some differences in radiance
values due to the illumination and atmospheric conditions still affect overlapping regions
among scenes.
Scene selection is instead performed by algorithm developed in Trianni et al., 2015.
Specifically, in order to reduce the Landsat data set to the most suitable scenes, a filter on
scene parameters is first applied, to consider only those with less than 10% of cloud
coverage and the highest radiometric quality.
2.1.2.2 Implementation of the Normalized Difference Spectral Vector index stack into the
Google Earth Engine

Unlike threshold-based recognition of human settlement (one index) approaches
developed by Pesaresi et al. (2008) and Xu (2008), the main input to the urban extent
extraction outlined here is the Normalized Difference Spectral Vector (NDSV), proposed
in the technical literature (Angiuli & Trianni, 2014 ; Trianni et al., 2015) as a means to
group existing normalized difference indices (such as the Normalized Difference
Vegetation Index—NDVI, the Normalized Difference Water Index—NDWI, and the
Normalized Difference Built-up Index—NDBI). NDSV includes in one single vector all
the possible normalized indexes that can be computed starting from a Landsat 5 or 7
image, considering therefore 6 bands and 15 possible combinations (the dual ones are not
considered as their result is the same but with just the opposite sign). NDSV includes in
one single vector all the possible normalized indexes that can be computed starting from
the 30 m spatial resolution bands a Landsat 5 or 7 image. For each band pair this is
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computed:
𝑁𝐷𝑆𝑉𝑖𝑗 =

𝑏𝑖 −𝑏𝑗
𝑏𝑖 +𝑏𝑗

(1)
Hence, using 6 bands and applying Eq. (1) to any possible pair of different bands, a
total of 30 indexes are obtained. Due to the symmetry of the definition, 15 of them are
only the negative of the other ones, and can be discarded. Each pixel is thus characterized
by a set of values, some of which correspond to known indexes (e.g., NDSV43= NDVI,
NDSV42= NDWI, NDSV45= NDBI), while other ones have not been explored so far.
Each pixel is thus characterized by a set of values that have been at this point “labeled”
only partially. Considering a radiometrically and geometrically corrected Landsat scene,
the NDSV features characterizing urban areas, compared to other classes, are shown for a
few sample pixels in Figure 2. It can be noted that urban areas exhibit a distinct NDSV
spectral signature which can be discriminated from other classes by their distinct
behavior in this new “multispectral”15-dimensional space. Figure 2 demonstrates NDSV
profiles that can be obtained from an image. In summary, instead of relying on thresholdbased recognition of human settlements according to a single index (Pesaresi et al., 2008;
Xu, 2008), the procedure implemented in this work considers more information as input
to a suitable classification chain, aimed at providing a consistent methodology that works
in many different environments, and is reasonably robust with respect to the date of
acquisition of the image and unaffected by differences in spatial patterns (Trianni et al.,
2015). See Appendix II for further detail on how the NDSV calculation was applied in
the GEE environment. See Appendix III for further detail on the computing environment
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utilized to replicate the full experiment detailed in this section as well as other sections in
this dissertation.

Figure 2: Normalized difference spectral vector (NDSV) profiles for urban areas, vegetation, water, and bare soil.

2.1.2.3 Processing of multitemporal urban extents over Java

Four tests were conducted in order to validate the creation of urban extents using the
procedure discussed in the preceding sub-sections. A census-based population
disaggregation method was used for validation, a method that rasterizes GIS data and
distributes population counts based on the GIS data that is provided. This method was
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used because it provides the ability to analyze how the urban extents improve the
statistical correlations in the disaggregation process. In three out of four tests, the urban
extents were considered as one of the inputs to a census-based population disaggregation
method (Stevens et al., 2015). In the first test, instead, the same method was run using the
original data sets detailed in Table 1 and the land cover map, including urban extents,
was taken from the EarthSat Geocover land cover thematic mapper-based dataset(2007,
30 m) by MDA Federal (MDA Federal Inc., 2007). To read further detail on remotely
sensed data utilized in the population mapping process that is referred to throughout this
dissertation, see Appendix I. Test 1 served as the baseline data for validation because it
does not use any Google Earth Engine urban extents and because its classification has
been validated by MDA Federal, serving as a useful control test. The qualitative
differences of these different land cover-based experiments:


Test 1: EarthSat GeoCover Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM) derived land
cover data from MDA Federal (2007)



Test 2: GEE urban extents for Java derived using three collections: imagery
from 2006, 2007 and 2008 merged with GeoCover.



Test 3: GEE urban extents for Java derived using three collections: imagery
from 2009 T1 (January through April), 2009 T2 (May through August), 2009
T3 (September through December) merged with GeoCover.



Test 4: GEE urban extents for Java derived using three collections: imagery
from 2008, 2009, and 2010 merged with GeoCover.

The GEE urban extractions were obtained using Landsat 5 or Landsat 7 data sets,
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because both satellites were operative in the years of interest. Specifically, multiple
Landsat images in the same area and covering a finite period of time were combined in a
so called GEE collection, and each pixel was assigned the median value for all images
where it appears. Collections are a powerful way to get rid of many of the cloudcontaminated pixels, because clouds do not appear in the same position in all images. A
better approach would be to mask cloud pixels with a dedicated filter, a function which is
unavailable in GEE. Although cloud-contaminated pixels may still be present in areas
with consistent cloud coverage along the year, this technique was assumed as the best
available option. Additionally, it must be noted that collections change the radiometric
properties of the data, reducing the effectiveness of the proposed urban extent procedure.
To reduce this effect, urban extents for one year were obtained by subdividing the year
into thirds. Computing collections for each of these time periods involved extracting
urban extents and then combining the resulting maps by majority voting. Similarly, three
year collections were subdivided into thirds (one for each year) and then combined by
majority voting. To prove the usefulness of the proposed approach for mapping urban
extents (and derive population counts) along multiple years, the fourth test repeats the
approach of the third one, but using Landsat data collected two years later(2009 versus
2007).
2.1.2.4 Post-processing

Human settlements can be characterized by peculiar spatial patterns, however, it is
important to include a post-processing step aimed at reducing issues related to
misclassifications at the pixel level. The simplest and most effective approach is to
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include morphological operators aimed at discarding isolated pixels and at improving the
homogeneity of the extracted settlements with respect to their spatial distribution.
Additionally, as the classification results may be affected by spectral patterns (and subpixel mixing problems) similar to urban ones in water bodies with high turbidity
(Carpenter & Carpenter, 1983; Foody, 2000), such as inner reservoirs, coastal areas, and
river estuaries, these zones are automatically masked out from the classification in GEE
using ancillary GIS data. Similar issues may be caused by clouds, and thus “cloud
removal” approaches had to be considered. See Appendix II for further detail on the postprocessing steps.
2.1.3 High resolution population mapping method
As mentioned above, the population mapping algorithm in Stevens et al. (2015)
serves as the open-source population mapping method being utilized. Thus, its processing
steps are briefly described in the following paragraphs.
2.1.3.1 Population data grid

The 130 census polygons for Java (Figure 1) contained population counts from the
year 2010. The population mapping algorithm outlined in Stevens et al. (2015) was used,
where census counts from the census year are redistributed according to weights, then
adjusted up/down based on rural and urban growth rates to a particular year of interest
(2007 in this case). This is usually based on the classified urban/rural land cover (built
pixels are classified as urban vs. rural using Schneider et al. (2010) urban/rural MODISderived classifications), but in this circumstance uses the new GEE-derived urban
delineations to identify urban built pixels. The urban/non-urban delineation was
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integrated into the MDA landcover data as “built” areas (“BLT”). The particular year of
interest that was selected was 2007 for all datasets, to pick one year for counts to match
and for a point of comparison for the accuracy assessment detailed in section ‘Accuracy
assessment’.
The administrative units were used to delineate the areas where the land cover data
in continuous raster format and converted vector format are interpolated by means of the
random forest method to generate a weighting layer (Stevens et al., 2015). Once this
weighting layer is generated, population counts for each census unit are distributed over
the weighting layer to provide a map of population counts at a 100 by 100 meter
resolution (See Table 1 for detail on all covariate datasets used in the process).

Table 1: Test-specific data sources and variable names used for population density
estimation used for dasymetric weights for Chapter Two’s Experiment.
Type

Variable Name(s)*

Description

Indonesia Data

Country-specific census data that is
used for disaggregation

2010, Admin-level 2
(GADM , 2014 ),
(GeoHive, 2014)

lan_cls011,
lan_dst011

Cultivated terrestrial lands

Landcover utilizing
3-Year Google Earth
Engine data & MDA
GlobCover with
methods from Patel et
al. 2015 used.

lan_cls040,
lan_dst040

Woody / Trees

Ibid

lan_cls130,
lan_dst130

Shrubs

Ibid

Census

Land Cover
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lan_cls140,
lan_dst140

Herbaceous

Ibid

lan_cls150,
lan_dst150

Other terrestrial vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls160,
lan_dst160

Aquatic vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls190,
lan_dst190

Urban area

Ibid

lan_cls200,
lan_dst200

Bare areas

Ibid

lan_cls210,
lan_dst210

Water bodies

Ibid

lan_cls230,
lan_dst230

No data, cloud/shadow

Ibid

lan_cls240,
lan_dst240

Rural settlement

Ibid

lan_cls250,
lan_dst250

Industrial area

Ibid

lan_clsBLT,
lan_dstBLT

Built, merged urban/rural class

Ibid

Lig

Lights at night data

Suomi VIIRSDerived (NOAA,
2012)

Tem

Mean temperature, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Pre

Mean precipitation, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Ele

Elevation

HydroSHEDS
(Lehner et al., 2006)

Continuous
Raster-Format
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ele_slope

Slope

HydroSHEDSDerived (Lehner et
al., 2006)

roa_dst

Distance to roads

OSM (2013)

riv_dst

Distance to rivers/streams

OSM (2013)

pop_cls, pop_dst

Generic Populated Places

VMAP0 merged†

wat_cls, wat_dst

Water bodies

World Food
Programme

pro_cls, pro_dst

Protected areas

IUCN and UNEP,
2012

poi_cls, poi_dst

Populated Points

OSM (2013)

bui_cls, bui_dst

Buildings

OSM (2013)

Converted
Vector-Format

* The variable names are used in Random Forest model output and throughout the text as reference to the
specific data they were derived from. The first three letters are derived from the data type (e.g. “lan”
indicates land cover) and the last three letters, if present, indicates what type of data each variable
represents (e.g. “_cls” is a binary classification and “_dst” is a calculated Euclidean distance-to variable.
† The default data for populated places is merged from several VMAP0 data sources. There are three
VMAP0 data sets used: The point data pop/builtupp and pop/mispopp are buffered to 100 m and merged
with the pop/builtupa polygons creating a vector-based built layer. This layer is then converted to binary
class and distance-to rasters for use in modeling. (NGA, 2005)

2.1.3.2 Data preparation and the random forest population disaggregation method

The general process used for the data preparation, modeling, and validation for the
population mapping is outlined in Figure 3. Full details on these steps are provided in
Stevens et al. (2015). In brief, the steps in green represent the data preparation tasks. The
aggregated population counts and the raster and vector layers shown in Table 1 are then
used to create a random forest model (Breiman, 2001) to predict log population density.
Random forest (RF) models are an ensemble, nonparametric modeling approach that
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grows a “forest” of individual classification or regression trees and improves upon
bagging (Breiman, 1996) by using the best of a random selection of predictors at each
node in each tree (Breiman, 2001; Liaw & Wiener, 2002).As expected when combining
multiple observations that are mostly independent, the best, most unbiased prediction was
arrived at by taking the mean of all trees within the forest and back-transforming the log
to arrive at an estimate of per-pixel population density. Medians and percentile ranges
were also assessed as alternative approaches for prediction; however, the backtransformed mean consistently out-performed the alternative summary methods during
validation. The resulting country-wise population density map was then used as a
weighting layer for a standard dasymetric mapping approach as described for the AfriPop
and AsiaPop (now WorldPop) data sets by (Gaughan et al.,2013; Linard et al., 2012;
Linard & Tatem, 2012; Tatem et al.,2007).
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Process Census Data and Create
10km Buffered Covariate
Boundary, Conformal Projection

Extract Vector-Based Covariate
Data by Buffered Census
Boundary from VMAP 0/1

Processing of Landcover

Supplement or Replace Base Data
With Improved Sources

Rasterize Vector Data, Matching
Gridded Census Buffer

Project and Resample/Aggregate
Other Raster Data to Match
Census Buffer

Create Distance-To Rasters for
Rasterized Point, Line and Binary
Class-Based Raster Covariates

Aggregate Covariates by Census
Blocks and Estimate Random
Forest Model

Predict Per-Pixel Population
Density with Random Forest
Algorithm

Project Population Density
Prediction Grid and Redistribute
Census Block Totals Weighted by
Predictions

Aggregate Per-Pixel Population to
Finer Level Administrative Units
and Compare to outputs
produced using other methods
(e.g. areal weighting)

Aggregate Census Blocks to One
Administrative Unit Up

Figure 3: General structure of the data processing and map production procedure used to compare the methodology
outlined in Stevens et al. (2015). The orange boxes represent items that are specific to the research presented here and
not part of end-user map data product generation. The green boxes represent data preprocessing stages. Items in blue
represent random forest model estimation, per-pixel prediction and dasymetric redistribution of census counts.

2.1.3.3 Accuracy assessment

The four output population maps produced using administrative level 1 input census
data (Figure 1), were then compared to the level 2 census counts to provide one method
of assessing mapping accuracies, following Gaughan et al. (2013). The individual cell
values of the output population maps represent people per cell, and were then added
together for each census unit. These “predicted” sums were then compared with the
observed census counts within each unit. Summary statistics were then calculated,
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including root mean square error (RMSE), the RMSE divided by the mean census unit
count (%RMSE) and the mean absolute error (MAE). Together these statistics were used
to compare the predictive ability of each methodology.
2.2 Results
2.2.1 Urban extraction results
For the urban extraction results in the test areas, all of them referring to Landsat
scenes recorded in 2007, the validation was performed as follows: human settlement
extents were manually digitized from Very High Resolution (VHR) Quickbird images
available in Google Earth TM, and recoded in 2007, if possible in the same month of the
corresponding Landsat scene. The relatively small cities of Manado and Bandung, as well
as the big urban agglomeration of Jakarta were considered. This validation was
performed in accordance to the methodologies described in Trianni et al. (2015).
The mapping results are shown in Figure 4, while the quantitative validation
results for Manado with and without spatial post-processing (see section ‘Implementation
of the normalized difference spectral vector index stack into the Google earth engine’)
are reported in Table 2. Visually, the approach shows an accurate extraction of the human
settlement extents at the pixel level, with a few misclassifications outside the actual urban
area, and missing areas within the boundary of the larger blocks. The quantitative
evaluation shows instead a large omission error percentage. After post-processing,
however, the overall accuracy improves to 85% and the omission error decreases from
87% to below 19%. Satisfied with the relative accuracy of detecting urban areas using the
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NDSV classifier on the GEE system, the process was applied to three collections on the
Google Earth Engine, and then integrated with the MDA land cover dataset. This
combined land cover dataset, using the GEE-derived built area delineations was then
applied to the population mapping process and evaluated statistically for prediction
accuracy.

Table 2. Confusion Matrices for Kota Manado without (top) and with (bottom) the Spatial
Post-Processing Step (Figure 4):
Overall Accuracy = (2242/4000) 56.05%
Ground Truth (Pixels)
Class

urban

non urban

Total

urban

245

3

248

non urban
Total

1755
2000

1997
2000

3752
4000

Class
urban
non urban
Total

Overall Accuracy = (3398/4000) 84.95%
Ground Truth (Pixels)
urban
non urban
1625
227
375
2000

1773
2000
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Total
1852
2148
4000

Figure 4: Human settlement extraction results for Manado, Bandung and Jakarta, in Indonesia.

A small sample of the urban extents generated for tests 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure 5
for the central part of Jakarta along with the urban extents for the same area in the MDA
data set.
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Figure 5: A small sample of the area around central Jakarta used in the tests. Test 1 displays the EarthSat GeoCover
Land Cover Thematic Mapper from MDA Federal (reflecting extents from 2007). Tests 2, 3, and 4 represent the
Google Earth Engine-derived extents that are merged into Test 1. Test 2 integrates urban areas from 3 collections from
2006, 2007, and 2008 (a collection for each year), test 3 integrates urban areas from 3 collections in 2009, and test 4
integrates urban areas from 2008, 2009, and 2010 (a collection for each year). Classifications reflected in the Legend
are all from the MDA Federal dataset other than the “Urban Area” class, which was obtained from the Google Earth
Engine derived NDSV extents.

2.2.2 Random forest statistical output
The differences between results are determined by the ancillary datasets used in the
population mapping detailed in Table 1.
Referring to the covariate names in Table 1, there are two significant covariates in
the random forest mapping process, “BLT” (Built) and “lig” (VIIRS Nightlights). Table 3
provides some insight into the importance of the variables in the mapping process by
showing how much mean squared error (MSE) increases when the specified covariate is
randomly permuted and predictions re-calculated. The most important variables include
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the “BLT” covariates, indicating “Built” areas, which include urban and rural settlements.
In addition, for all tests, except for test 4 (GEE 2008–2010), the “lig” (VIIRS Nightlights
data) have higher importance than other covariates.

Table 3: Top five statistical outputs: percent increase of mean squared error when variable
is randomly permuted and total decrease in residual sum of squares when variable is
selected for decision tree node.
Percent Increase of Mean Squared Error When Variable Randomly Permuted
Test 1 (MDA) (total of 23 covariates used), (81% Test 2 (GEE 2006-2008) (total of 22 covariates
Variance Explained)
used), (83% Variance Explained)
20.2 (Lights)

18.4 (Lights)

12.7 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

17.4 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

10.8 (Distance to Populated Points)

10.6 (Distance to Populated Points)

9.24 (Distance to Buildings)

7.91 (Distance To Generic Populated Places,
VMAP0)

9.08 (Landcover Distance to Cultivated Terrestrial
Areas)

7.79 (Landcover Distance to
Cultivated Terrestrial Areas)

Test 3 (GEE 2009) (total of 22 covariates used),
(83% Variance Explained)

Test 4 (GEE 2008-2010) (total of 23 covariates
used), (84% Variance Explained)

19.3 (Lights)

19.8 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

16.5 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

18.8 (Lights)

9.13 (Distance to Populated Points)

8.00 (Distance to Populated Points)

7.13 (Distance to Roads)

7.77 (Landcover Distance to
Cultivated Terrestrial Areas)

6.90 (Landcover Distance to Cultivated Terrestrial
Areas)

7.23 (Distance to Roads)

Total Decrease in Residual Sum of Squares When Covariate Used
Test 1 (MDA) (total of 23 covariates used) , (81% Test 2 (GEE 2006-2008) (total of 22 covariates
Variance Explained)
used), (83% Variance Explained)
53.8 (Lights)

49.3 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

31.7 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

43.7 (Lights)

19.1 (Distance to Roads)

17.7 (Distance to Populated Points)
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17.2 (Distance to Populated Points)

16.9 (Distance to Roads)

16.9 (Distance to Buildings)

13.7(Distance to Buildings)

Test 3 (GEE 2009) (total of 22 covariates used),
(83% Variance Explained)

Test 4 (GEE 2008-2010) (total of 23 covariates
used), (84% Variance Explained)

56.5 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

58.4 (Landcover Distance to Built Areas)

46.6 (Lights)

45.3 (Lights)

15.3 (Distance to Roads)

15.3 (Distance to Roads)

13.5(Distance to Populated Points)

12.0 (Distance to Populated Points)

9.76 (Distance to Generic Populated Places,
VMAP0)

11.2 (Distance to Buildings)

Table 3 also displays the increase in node purity in each test, which documents
reduction in residual sum of squared error for the predictions at the ends of the branches
of each tree when the specified variable is used during the random forest mapping
process. Again referring to the variables detailed in Table 1, it can be observed that the
“BLT” (built) classes with the GEE integrations in tests 2, 3, and 4 are the most important
in the random forest process.
Again referring to the variables detailed in Table 1, it can be observed that the
“BLT” classes with the GEE integrations in tests 2, 3, and 4 are making the built classes
the most important in the random forest process.
2.2.3 Random forest accuracy assessment
The accuracy assessment process detailed in Section 2.1.3.3 shows how much the
urban extents improve the output when the census data were aggregated from district to
province. The tests in the previous sections detail how well the RF does in predicting
population values at the census unit level, but more importantly is whether the population
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map produced using built land cover data from the three GEE-derived approaches is
better at redistributing the population numbers from coarser census units. Two different
error assessment methods are presented: root mean square error (RMSE), also expressed
as a percentage of the mean population size of the administrative level (% RMSE); and
the mean absolute error (MAE).
For both RMSE and MAE, the results in Table 4 indicate that test 4 increased
population mapping accuracy the most, with test 3 slightly better than test 1. Notably, the
urban extraction from test 2, which used built extents derived from years 2006 to 2008,
had the lowest redistribution accuracy. It is notable that the land cover changes allow for
test 3 and test 4 to outperform the MDA dataset in reducing error, creating more
concurrent built data to correlate better with the other datasets.

Table 4: Accuracy Assessment Results for Four Urban Land Cover Treatments

Test 1 (MDA)
Test 2 (GEE 2006-2008)

RMSE
1450.286
2277.501

%RMSE
0.129064
0.20268

MAE
787.8362
1352.685

Test 3 (GEE 2009)

1377.889

0.122621

773.6329

Test 4 (GEE 2008-2010)

1346.32

0.119812

759.3168

2.3 Discussion and conclusions
The possibilities that the Google Earth Engine offers in analyzing remotely sensed
data on a global scale with the power of Google’s cloud computing are substantial. The
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inclusion of continuously updated Landsat data along with classification tools and
significant processing power will enable newer and more accurate ways to map human
settlements across large areas at 30 m spatial resolution, document past changes, and
continually update current estimates. The potential of this resource has been recently
illustrated for multitemporal forest mapping (Hansen et al., 2013), and in this experiment
initial steps for similar efforts in human settlement and population mapping are explored.
The application of the NDSV within the GEE shows significant potential for
settlement mapping within the tool. Characterizing human settlements can be considered
as a binary problem, but where the “non-urban” class is very heterogeneous. It therefore
requires a classifier which is nonparametric, i.e., that does not assume any peculiar
statistical distributions of the input values .Moreover, since the NDSV is built through a
composition of 15 bands, the classifier has to be able to manage high-dimensional spaces.
Therefore, classifiers developed for hyperspectral data are preferable, using, for example,
the spectral angle mapper classifier (Angiuli & Trianni, 2014), that captures the
differences in multispectral vectors and is robust with respect to difference in
illumination. Since this classifier is not available in the GEE environment, support vector
machines (SVM) and classification and regression trees (CART) were considered instead
(Earthengine-api, 2014), with similarly strong results shown.
Both the SVM and CART are suitable to binary problems, but the tests in Patel, et al.
(2015) suggested that CART produced more accurate urban extent maps. The statistical
indices explored in the random forest population mapping process in Table 3 highlight to
what degree the distance to “built” environments (lan dstBLT) covariate plays a role in
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reducing error and increasing the quality of the output of the population mapping process.
When the focus was on which variable, if removed, would increase the RMSE, the GEE
experiments (tests 2, 3, and 4) showed that the distance to “built” covariate was an
important one. Table 3 also reflects the same results in increasing node purity in the
process. It is important to note that in tests 2 and 4, urban extents extracted in 3
consecutive years are combined, while in test 3 a single year is considered. Test 2 showed
the greatest amount of error, utilizing urban extents that were obtained from the GEE for
years 2006, 2007, and 2008. It is clear that the modification of the land cover from test 1
for the same time period reflected in test 2, changes the areas within Jakarta significantly.
The improved accuracy of test 1 over test 2 could just reflect a better correlation of values
instead of informing what is making the data more spatially significant, and in that
circumstance, it can be argued that the GEE urban extents can be a critical component in
the creation of multitemporal datasets that can modify existing land cover datasets in
order to examine trends, in an efficient manner, for different years. Table 4 shows how
the integration of GEE extents correlates well in the population mapping process and
decreases error, by adding more concurrent built data along with the other covariate
datasets.
In using census data from 2010, land cover data closest to this year stands a better
chance of being the best proxy for disaggregation if all other factors are equal. In this
sense, there is an inherent bias in the tests, but it also highlights the benefits of the GEE
approach, that is being able to produce an accurate urban extent map for any time period,
with the ability to match up land cover data. Overall, the NDSV is shown here to be a
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reliable method to detect urban extents, especially when using a powerful tool to analyze
the data such as the GEE. Moreover, the GEE represents one of the most powerful tools
offered today in remote sensing with its ability to analyze and classify remotely sensed
data over different temporal scales. Finally, the use of NDSV derived extents produced in
the GEE and integrated in a flexible population mapping method enables testing of the
validity of the classifications in improving population distribution mapping, providing an
additional novel accuracy assessment approach. As urbanization processes continue to
accelerate in many countries around the world, accurate, powerful, and efficient methods
for rapid mapping of settlements and their changes, as well as populations within them
are a prerequisite for strategic planning and impact assessments. The results in this
Chapter point towards the integration of classification and population mapping methods
within GEE as a way of meeting this need.
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CHAPTER THREE: IMPROVING LARGE AREA POPULATION MAPPING
USING GEOTWEET DENSITITES

Nota bene: The results and rationale described in this chapter have been published as
Patel et al. 2016. Some passages have been quoted verbatim and are allowed to be
reprinted with the permission and attribution of the main author, N.N. Patel.

One of the most popular social media applications over the past decade has been
Twitter2. Twitter is an online social networking service that allows users to post 140character messages called "tweets" to a publicly viewable microblog platform, and since
its inception in 2006, the service has gained worldwide popularity. Despite the relative
lack of tweets with geographic metadata (around 2.02% of tweets are posted with such
metadata globally), many useful geographic applications have been derived from tweet
data (Takhteyev et al., 2012; Leetaru et al., 2013; Hawelka et al. 2014; Blanford et al.,
2015). The maps of geo-located tweets in countries where Twitter is popular show
detailed depictions of human activity, with the location of tweets indicative of
settlements, transportation networks, and building locations (Leetaru et al., 2013). Such
data therefore have the potential to provide a valuable ancillary covariate layer in the
population mapping process, and also one that changes dynamically, but its utility has yet
to be tested.

2

https://twitter.com
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In this chapter, the potential of geo-located tweets (submitted through terrestrial
instruments) to improve population distribution maps is assessed. Tweets are integrated
as a covariate layer into a census data disaggregation model. The accuracy of gridded
population maps produced with and without geotweet data are compared. The advantages
and disadvantages of such social media in improving population mapping accuracies in
low and middle income settings are discussed. See Appendix III for further detail on the
computing environment utilized to replicate the full experiment detailed in this section as
well as other sections in this dissertation.
3.1 Methods
3.1.1 Study Area
Indonesia has one of the highest Twitter user levels in the world (Leetaru et al.,
2013) and it also has recent, very high spatial resolution census data. These
characteristics combined make the country an ideal case study for the utility of geotweet
data for census count disaggregation. The study area is the country of Indonesia, an
archipelago made up of thousands of islands, with total land area being around 1.9
million km2. For the purposes of this study, boundary-matched census data at the
Kecamatan administrative level (Level 3, 6,463 units) and Desa/Kelurahan administrative
level (Level 4, 79,618 units), were obtained (Figure 6).
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Figure 6: Map of Indonesia administrative boundaries levels 3 and 4, focused around Jakarta, with administrative
units shaded to show population counts per administrative unit.

3.1.2 Mapping Geotweets
Two months of geo-located tweets (Jul.8-Aug.8 and Oct.12-Nov.15, 2013) were
extracted from the Twitter Streaming API3 for Indonesia. Morstatter et al. (2013) show
the Twitter Streaming API provides around 90.1% coverage of the total available set of
geotagged tweets. Note that the geotagged tweets with exact latitude and longitude make
up about 1.6% of total number of tweets, which is about 79% of tweets posted with

3

https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview
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general geographic metadata (See Twitter Places attributes4) (Leetaru et al., 2013).
Similar to the process described in Morstatter et al. (2013), the data streaming was
performed by utilizing the Tweetpy library5 on an Amazon Web Service6 Instance.
Further reference on Twitter Streaming API and the most up-to-date usage agreements
can be found here7.
The collected data was automatically uploaded to a storage bucket on Amazon
Simple Storage Services (S3)8 every day during the study period. An Apache Pig 9process
was initiated on the Amazon Elastic MapReduce10 web service to extract all the tweets
within the geographic boundary constraint of Indonesia and to aggregate the raw tweet
activity counts into a 0.001 degree by 0.001 degree grid in an unprojected geographic
coordinate system. During the aggregation process, the origin latitude and longitude from
the geotagged tweets were rounded down to three decimal digits. The list with latitude,
longitude and tweet counts were imported into ArcGIS Desktop11 to produce a raster
layer for testing as a covariate in population mapping (Figure 7).

https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api/places#attributes
https://github.com/tweepy/tweepy
6
http://aws.amazon.com/
7
https://dev.twitter.com/
8
http://aws.amazon.com/s3/
9
https://pig.apache.org/
10
http://aws.amazon.com/elasticmapreduce/
11
http://www.esri.com/software/arcgis/arcgis-for-desktop
4
5
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Figure 7: Results of a two-month aggregation of geo-located tweets over the full extent of Java (top) and a
view focused on Jakarta (bottom).

The geotweets raster dataset was then integrated into a population mapping process
along with other ancillary covariates to disaggregate the administrative unit level 3
census data to a 100 meter by 100 meter grid using a population mapping process
detailed in the next section.
3.1.3 High Resolution Population Mapping Method
The population mapping method detailed in Stevens et al. (2015) was utilized to
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undertake two tests - both mapping the entire Republic of Indonesia, and disaggregating
administrative 3 data with and without the extracted geotweets to assess whether the
inclusion of the tweets improved mapping accuracies when compared to the
administrative level 4 data.
3.1.3.1 Data Processing

Indonesian census counts for 2010 were obtained from the Indonesian
Government and matched to GIS-administrative boundaries at administrative level 3
(6,463 units, total spatial area calculation from shapefile = 3,364,560.063 km2) and
administrative level 4 (79,618 units, total spatial area calculation from shapefile =
3,362,579.043 km2). Both data sets have a total population of 243,530,782 and an
average spatial resolution (ASR) of 22.8 and 6.50, for the administrative level 3 and the
administrative level 4, respectively. The ASR is calculated as the square root of its
surface area (in square kilometers) divided by the number of total administrative units
(Balk & Yetman, 2004) and provides a broad measure of mean administrative unit size
across the country. When calculated by province (administrative unit level 2), the ASR
varies from 1.68 to 68.9 for level 3 units and from 0.919 to 30.8 for level 4 units. The
administrative level 3 census data was used in the actual model implementation while the
administrative level 4 data was held in reserve for model assessment purposes.
The modeling process uses a suite of continuous and discrete data layers to
generate an estimated population density weighting layer. The majority of these data sets
are contemporary and freely available (Table 5). The rationale behind using the datasets
detailed in Table 1 is to include geospatial data that may correlate with human population
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presence on the landscape as cited in Stevens et al, 2015.

Table 5: Test-specific data sources and variable names used for population density
estimation used for dasymetric weights for Chapter Three’s Experiment
Type

Variable Name(s)*

Description

Indonesia Data

Country-specific census data that is
used for disaggregation

2010, Admin-level 3
and Admin-level 4
(census datasets
received from the
Government of
Indonesia)

lan_cls011,
lan_dst011

Cultivated terrestrial lands

Landcover utilizing 3Year Google Earth
Engine data & MDA
GlobCover with
methods from Patel et
al. 2015 used.

lan_cls040,
lan_dst040

Woody / Trees

Ibid

lan_cls130,
lan_dst130

Shrubs

Ibid

lan_cls140,
lan_dst140

Herbaceous

Ibid

lan_cls150,
lan_dst150

Other terrestrial vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls160,
lan_dst160

Aquatic vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls190,
lan_dst190

Urban area

Ibid

lan_cls200,
lan_dst200

Bare areas

Ibid

Census

Land Cover
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lan_cls210,
lan_dst210

Water bodies

Ibid

lan_cls230,
lan_dst230

No data, cloud/shadow

Ibid

lan_cls240,
lan_dst240

Rural settlement

Ibid

lan_cls250,
lan_dst250

Industrial area

Ibid

lan_clsBLT,
lan_dstBLT

Built, merged urban/rural class

Ibid

Lig

Lights at night data

Suomi VIIRS-Derived
(NOAA, 2012)

Npp

MODIS 17A3 2010 Estimated Net
Primary Productivity, 1km

Extraction from
MODIS package in R
(Running et al., 2004)

Tem

Mean temperature, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Pre

Mean precipitation, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Ele

Elevation

HydroSHEDS (Lehner
et al., 2006)

ele_slope

Slope

HydroSHEDS-Derived
(Lehner et al., 2006)

Twe

Tweets

Tweets data obtained
from method detailed
in Section 2.2

roa_cls, roa_dst

Roads

OSM (2014)

Continuous
Raster-Format

Converted
Vector-Format
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riv_dst

Distance to rivers/streams

VMAP0 merged†

pop_cls, pop_dst

Populated Places

OSM (2014)

wat_cls, wat_dst

Water bodies

VMAP0 merged†

pro_cls, pro_dst

Protected areas

IUCN and UNEP,
2012

poi_cls, poi_dst

Populated Points of Interest

OSM (2014)

bui_cls, bui_dst

Buildings

OSM (2014)

use_cls, use_dst

Delineated Land Uses

OSM (2014)

cit_cls, cit_dst

Cities

OSM (2014)

dwe_cls, dwe_dst

Dwellings

OSM (2014)

ham_cls, ham_dst

Hamlets

OSM (2014)

hos_cls, hos_dst

Hospital

OSM (2014)

loc_cls, loc_dst

Localities

OSM (2014)

pol_cls, pol_dst

Police

OSM (2014)

sch_cls, sch_dst

Schools

OSM (2014)

sub_cls, sub_dst

Suburbs

OSM (2014)

tow_cls, tow_dst

Towns

OSM (2014)

vil_cls, vil_dst

Villages

OSM (2014)

ind_cls, ind_dst

Industrial Land Use

OSM (2014)

res_cls, res_dst

Residential Land Use

OSM (2014)

pri_cls, pri_dst

Primary Roads

OSM (2014)

sec_cls, sec_dst

Secondary Roads

OSM (2014)
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ter_cls, ter_dst

Tertiary Roads

OSM (2014)

rro_cls, rro_dst

Residential Roads

OSM (2014)

ser_cls, ser_dst

Service Roads

OSM (2014)

nei_cls, nei_dst

Neighborhoods

OSM (2014)

* The variable names are used in Random Forest model output and throughout the text as reference to the
specific data they were derived from. The first three letters are derived from the data type (e.g. “lan”
indicates land cover) and the last three letters, if present, indicates what type of data each variable
represents (e.g. “_cls” is a binary classification and “_dst” is a calculated Euclidean distance-to variable.
† The default data for populated places is merged from several VMAP0 data sources. There are three
VMAP0 data sets used: The point data pop/builtupp and pop/mispopp are buffered to 100 m and merged
with the pop/builtupa polygons creating a vector-based built layer. This layer is then converted to binary
class and distance-to rasters for use in modeling. (NGA, 2005)

The MDA-land cover data was modified with the inclusion of a classified
urban/rural land cover informed by an urban extent delineation using the Google Earth
Engine platform (Patel et al. 2015). The resulting infusion of the binary urban/rural raster
layer represents an improved “built” class within the MDA land cover classes.
Each covariate layer contributes to a better understanding of landscape features
across Indonesia, both natural and man-made, as each may relate to population densities.
In addition, to assess the added-value of including spatially-explicit social media data as a
covariate in the model the best available ancillary data were combined with the
geotweets. To compare model output and accuracy we create one set of outputs with
geotweets included and one set of outputs without geotweets, both using the
administrative level 3 census data.
In addition to census data, MDA-derived land cover and additional covariates
included those outlined in prior Random Forest-based WorldPop datasets (Stevens, et al.
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2015). Raster-based covariates included HydroSheds-based digital elevation data (also
converted to slope estimates), Suomi VIIRS-derived lights at night raster layer, MODISderived estimates of net primary productivity, WorldClim average temperature and
precipitation data, and of course the custom geo-located tweets. Vector-based covariates,
which are then processed to raster-based derived products (Stevens, et al. 2015) include
Open Street Map derived datasets, NGA VMAP0 data and World Database of Protected
Areas boundaries. These are outlined and cited in Table 5.
3.1.3.2 Random Forest population disaggregation method

The general process used for data preparation, modeling and validation for the
population mapping is documented in Stevens et al., (2015). In brief, the aggregated
population counts and the raster and vector layers shown in Table 1 are used to create a
Random Forest-based model (Breiman, 2001), parameterized on census unit population
densities to estimate population density using the ancillary covariates. The Random
Forest (RF) algorithm, as a nonparametric, ensemble statistical approach, provides
flexibility in the modeling process for inclusion of disparate data types (Breiman, 2001).
The process involves growing a “forest” by generating individual, unpruned decision
trees that are then aggregated to represent a final prediction for each grid cell in the
weighting layer (Breiman, 2001; Liaw & Wiener, 2002). The resulting population density
map is then used as a weighting layer for a standard dasymetric mapping approach as
described for WorldPop population map products (Stevens, et al. 2015; Gaughan et al.
2014; Gaughan et al., 2013; Linard et al., 2012; Linard & Tatem, 2012; Tatem et al.,
2007). This process is depicted in Figure 3 of Chapter 2.
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The RF model includes an internal cross-validation component that provides
additional insight into the prediction error of the model. During the estimation of the
random forest, at each node of each tree, one-third of the data is held in reserve from the
iterative, bootstrapping process and used to generate an out-of-bag (OOB) error. The
OOB error provides an unbiased estimate of prediction error for new, non-reference data
points (assuming those points contain covariate data that fall within combinations present
in the training data). Another metric that is provided post-hoc from the forest growing
algorithm is the variable importance measures for each model and are presented as the
mean decrease in residual sum of squares OOB estimates when the variable is included in
the tree split.
3.1.3.3 Accuracy Assessment

The population mapping was undertaken using administrative level three census data
as input, then the output high resolution map was aggregated at administrative level four
and compared to the counts at this level, following Gaughan et al. (2013) and Stevens et
al. (2015). Summary statistics were calculated, including root mean square error (RMSE),
the RMSE divided by the mean census unit count (%RMSE) and the mean absolute error
(MAE). Together these statistics were used to compare the predictive ability of the
mapping with and without the geotweets.
3.2 Results
3.2.1 Random Forest statistical outputs
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Figure 8 shows the importance of the variables outlined in Table 5 in the
mapping process as estimated by the increase in mean squared error (MSE) when
the specified covariate is randomly permuted and predictions re-calculated for OOB
data. The most important variables include the built land cover covariates, indicating
“Built” areas, which include urban and rural settlements that were created in the
processes detailed in 3.1.3.2. The built covariates as well as the Suomi NPP Lights-AtNight-derived covariate have been documented in previous literature as strong indicators
of population (Patel et al. 2015). Here, the Lights-At-Night and Distance to Villages
(derived from Open Street Map data) variables are the most important predictors in the
model without geotweets. When the geotweets are included in the modelling process
(Figure 9b), differing covariates become key contributors, and the geotweets density
variable enters into the top three most important predictors. In comparing the
performance of both models, the test without tweets could explain 93% of the variance
within the RF model, and test with tweets could explain 94% variance within its RF
model.
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Figure 8: Covariate importance plots for tests a) without geotweets and b) with geotweets.

Figure 9 shows visual examples of the mapping without (Fig 9a) and with (Fig 9b,
9c) the inclusion of the geotweet density covariate. Visually the maps are very different,
with the geo-located tweet inclusion resulting in a more constrained and higher density
mapping of population density, specifically clustered around settlements and
transportation networks.
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Figure 9: Map of Persons Per Pixel (PPP) produced using high resolution population mapping method (Stevens, et al.
2015), showing the final population maps for a region on the island of Java with a) no geotweet data and, b) geotweet
data included, and finally c) the output dataset for the entirety of Indonesia with geotweet data included.

3.2.2 External accuracy assessment
Table 6 presents the results of the comparison of administrative level 3 census
data based mapping with and without geotweets against administrative level 4 census
counts. The inclusion of the geotweet data as a covariate produced a significant reduction
in estimation error for both the root mean square error (RMSE) and mean absolute error
(MAE) when considering the sheer difference in this particular comparison on the
amount of census units in administrative level 3 versus administrative level 4. The results
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in Table 6 indicate that the inclusion of geotweets reduced errors relative to the model
without the geotweets data.

Table 6: Accuracy Assessment Results for tests
RMSE (persons)

%RMSE

MAE
(persons)

Admin 3 without tweets

2284.14

74.58

1123.44

Admin 3 with tweets

2213.99

72.29

1120.16

Difference (Without - With)

70.15

2.29

3.28

Figure 10 shows the results from comparing the geotweet and non-geotweet
population maps constructed using administrative unit level 3 population count data and
applying zonal statistics to see how they compare with the finer administrative level 4
counts. It is evident that both datasets produced using administrative level 3 data result in
some overestimations and some underestimations of population counts when assessed at
administrative level 4. Unsurprisingly, the biggest differences are in Jakarta, where
population totals are larger and vary more over shorter distances. Figure 10 does show
however, that generally lower levels of over and under-estimation occur using the
geotweet model.
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Figure 10 Differenced map produced through comparing the population maps generated with a.) no geotweet data and
b.) geotweet data constructed from administrative level 3 census population counts and differencing the zonal sums
against administrative level 4 census population count data.

Figure 11 compares the final output population models (with and without
geotweets) spatially, subtracting the geotweets model from the non-tweets model to
illustrate spatial patterns in differences. In addition to producing a more accurate model
(Table 6, Figure 10), the figure highlights how the geotweets model concentrates
populations into settlements more tightly, with less spread into more rural areas.
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Figure 11 Difference map of persons per pixel (PPP) generated from subtracting the population map generated
utilizing no geotweet data from the population map generated utilizing geotweet data. a.) Jakarta and surrounding
areas; b.) All of Indonesia.

3.3 Discussion and Conclusions:
Spatially-disaggregated gridded population distribution datasets are becoming
widely used, due principally to their flexibility in integration with other spatial datasets
and summarization to any chosen level of aggregation. The accuracy with which this
disaggregation can be achieved is related to the resolution and age of the input census
data, but also to the quality, resolution and relevance of the spatial covariate layers used
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to statistically aid the disaggregation. The covariate layers typically used are often static
in nature and their relationship to population densities can be unclear or interact in
nonlinear ways. Despite these difficulties, high mapping accuracies can be achieved with
suites of these static covariate layers (e.g. Stevens et al., 2015), but variance often still
remains to be explained. In this experiment, it has been shown that data from social
media, representative of physical locations of people in space, represents a potential
addition to these covariate options that can provide improvements in population mapping
accuracies.
The results shown in Tables 6 and Figure 8 demonstrate that the use of geotweet
densities result in quantitative improvements in population mapping accuracies.
Moreover, Figure 8 emphasizes that the geotweet density covariate was particularly
important (third out of 30 covariates retained in the model) in contributing to the variance
explained in the Random Forest models. With the number of Twitter users continuing to
rise across the world, and the percentage of tweets that are geo-located also rising as
smartphones continue to proliferate, the results underline the potential of this data source
in contributing to the improvement of population mapping and its dynamic update
(Leetaru et al., 2013). Furthermore, other sources of social media data, some country
specific like Baidu (China), Instagram, Shutterfly, and others also offer potential when
the data is not only geospatially referenced but made available for research such as this.
While the results presented make a strong case for the integration of geotweet
densities in improving population mapping accuracies, there are a number of caveats and
drawbacks that should be addressed. First, Indonesia has one of the highest Twitter user
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rates in the World, making it an ideal setting for this test analysis (Leetaru et al., 2013).
However, it remains unclear if similar results would be found elsewhere,
particularly in areas such as sub-Saharan Africa, where Twitter usage and smartphone
penetration levels are much lower. Within Indonesia, there may also be geographical
differences in mapping accuracies. Mapping improvements were only assessed by the
analysis at the national level and sub-national assessments may show areas of poorer
mapping accuracies where Twitter usage levels are low. Furthermore, population
densities in final population maps are highly clustered around transportation networks,
and potentially biased in this regard due to people using social media while in transport
more frequently than when at home. Moreover, even though Twitter users share their
exact location at the time of their tweets, the default spatial granularity of their tweets is
set at “Neighborhood” level which is a geographic boundary defined by Twitter12. As
such, a high level of concentration of geotagged tweets with exact latitude and longitude
was observed at aggregated points around city neighborhoods (Wu et al., 2015; Wu et al.
2015). How this aggregation process by neighborhood affects fine scale population
mapping still needs further assessment. Additionally, the impacts of demographic biases
in Twitter account holders (e.g. they may represent younger segments of the population)
remain unclear and warrant further exploration. However, the results overall showed that
the geotweets made a positive contribution to mapping accuracies despite these caveats.
Another factor that requires further exploration is the timing of the tweets. Here, tweets
from all times of day were aggregated, representing a kind of ‘ambient’ population

12

https://dev.twitter.com/overview/terms/geo-developer-guidelines
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distribution picture, which may not have been as representative of the residential
population data from the census against which the outputs were used as a predictor.
Further work should examine whether evening or nighttime-only data provides a better
representation of residential population, as has been shown previously for nighttime
versus daytime mobile phone call densities compared to census counts (Deville et al,
2014). Additionally, including sources of biasing due to age, income, time of day,
smartphone availability, cost, and usage habits would make the results more informative
and allow for exploration on how twitter data can be used in more diverse scenarios
(Ramaswamy et al., 2009). Additionally, novel, open-source social media applications
are providing information that can be interpolated with population maps to generate
better insights on the basic needs of individuals that exist within the gridded population
counts.13
Future work will continue to examine the potential of geotweets in combination
with other spatial datasets for improving population mapping. In particular, the
integration of such data with mobile phone call and cell tower records offers potential for
improving dynamic population mapping, and this will be explored for the 15+
low/middle income country call data record datasets being analyzed by the Flow minder
Foundation (www.flowminder.org). Further, different methods of measuring and
analyzing the geotweets will be undertaken, from varying time periods of capture, to
differing spatial windows of aggregation. Integration with upcoming high resolution
human settlement datasets will also be explored, including the Global Human Settlement

13

www.voicelots.com
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Layer (“Joint Research Center - Global Human Settlement Layer”, 2015) and the Global
Urban Footprint (“Global Urban Footprint”, 2015).
With the rise of smartphones and social media, the world population is
transmitting more data on its presence and activities than ever before. Such data are often
highly biased and incomplete, but nevertheless, this work done in this Chapter and in
Patel, et al. (2016) has shown its potential in improving our understanding of human
population distributions.
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CHAPTER FOUR: EXPLORING OPPORTUNITIES AND CHALLENGES IN
MAPPING POPULATION AT HIGHER-CONTINOUS RESOLUTIONS

This chapter will explore what opportunities and challenges exist in mapping
populations at higher continuous resolutions (sub ~100 meter) on a country-by-country
proceeding to global scale. Currently, the state of the art in mapping at 30 meter continuous
population grids has been pioneered by the Space Informatics Lab within the Department
of Geography at the University of Cincinnati. In the first section, methodologies used in
that work will be described and commented on relative to the open-source dasymetric opensource population mapping method utilized thus far in this dissertation as described in
Stevens et al. (2015).
In the second section, the open-source high resolution population mapping method
described in Stevens et al. (2015), that is used in previous chapters will be proposed to
utilize NASA’s high-end supercomputing resources with classified Landsat land cover at
30 meter resolution and mapping gridded population at a 30 meter gridded resolution,
which has not been previously attempted before with this population disaggregation
method. The perceived impact of the expected results will be discussed within this section.
In the third section, a brief proposed method describing an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) as a remote sensing verification tool will be explored, for the purposes of validating
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remotely sensed data captured and analyzed in close to real time.
In the fourth section, the chapter will be briefly summarized.
4.1 Motivations to map human population at 30 meter continuous
resolution
Within the United States, the most authoritative source of population data is the
government managed national census, in that U.S. population data is collected every 10
years by the U.S. Census Bureau. The census obtains population data on the resolution of
an individual household, but it releases the data as fixed areal units (i.e. census blocks) in
order to respect privacy. The census block represents the smallest areal unit with
aggregated information. Within urban areas, census blocks can be the size of city block,
where as in suburban and rural areas, they can be much larger. Population data
aggregated to fixed administrative units does not properly inform population density as
described in Chapter One, but more specific examples will be explored here.
In Dmowska & Stepinski (2017), it is aptly noted that aggregating administrative
units to fixed administrative units, allows aggregations to suffer from the modifiable areal
unit problem (Lloyd, 2014). The spatial data of the aggregated data is also very variable
and low, with exception to the most densely populated urban areas. Also, there are spatial
inconsistencies between user-desired units (e.g. neighborhoods, tax zones, postal delivery
zones, vegetation zones, watersheds, etc.) (Voss et al., 1999). Additionally, the
boundaries of census aggregation units, especially in the form of blocks, sometimes
changes from one census to another, which makes the analysis of population change at
high spatial resolutions very difficult (Holt et al., 2004; Schroeder, 2007; Ruther et al.,
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2015).
These challenges have made aggregation unit-based data inappropriate for spatial
analysis of population related issues, in socio-economic and environmental issues. The
population grid has been better suited as a format to deliver such population data.
Population grids are constructed from census unit-based data utilizing either areal
weighting interpolation (Goodchild & Lam, 1980; Flowerdew & Green, 1992; Goodchild
et al., 1993) or dasymetric modeling (Wright, 1936; Langford & Unwin, 1994; Eicher &
Brewer, 2001). As defined by Dmowska & Stepinski (2017), a population grid is a
geographically referenced lattice of square cells with each cell carrying a population
count or the value of the population density at its location. They also describe that
population grids have significant advantages, in that all cells must be the same size, the
cells must be stable in time, and there cannot be no spatial mismatch problem, as any
partition of the study area must be rasterized to be co-registered with a particular
population grid. Dasymetric modeling, when utilized for gridded population mapping
even offers a superior resolution than that of the aggregated unit-based data.
Dasymetric modeling can be described as the technique of disaggregating unitbased population data into grid cells of a high spatial resolution by using ancillary data
that can correlate with the population density but must have a higher spatial resolution. In
Petrov (2012), dasymetric modeling has been extensively studied, with focusing in on
utilization of different types of ancillary data to increase the accuracy of a given model.
Land cover/land use data remain the most original form and most widely used ancillary
datasets (Wright, 1936; Mennis, 2003, 2009; Linard et al., 2011). Recent studies have
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utilized high-resolution satellite images also as ancillary data in order to identify
individual buildings (Ural el al., 2011; Lu et al, 2010; Lung et al., 2013). Often,
regression analyses are used to link the area or volume of each building to the amount of
people within it. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) data was used by Lu et al. (2010)
to help establish the volume of a building, for example.
Other dasymetric models sometimes use local infrastructure information such as
density of points of interest (Bakillah et al., 2014), street density (Reibel & Bufalino,
2005; Su et al, 2010), tax parcel data (Maantay et al., 2007; Kar & Hodgson, 2012;
Mitsova et al., 2012; Jia et al., 2014; Jia & Gaughan, 2016) in order to disaggregate
census data. Currently proposed sources of ancillary data include address datasets
(Zandbergen, 2011) and light emission data (Briggs et al. 2007; Sridharan & Qiu, 2013).
Population mapping within the United States has had the luxury of being able to
utilize high resolution census aggregation data that makes the dasymetric mapping
process much more accurate. In the following section, resolution and access to population
grids will be discussed globally.
The adoption of demographic data for spatial analysis has been limited in recent
times because the majority of potential uses are only able to utilize the ready-to-use
product (a population grid) rather than be able to create their own. Recently projects have
been released to the public domain in order to increase the adoption of demographic data
for spatial analysis. Grids have been developed for all countries in the European Union
(Gallego, 2010; Gallego et al., 2011), countries in South and Central America, Asia, and
Africa (Gaughan et al., 2013, Linard et al. 2012; Sorichetta et al., 2015), and the United
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States through the Socioeconomic Data and Application Center (SEDAC). SEDAC
provides demographic grids at 1 kilometer resolution and 250 meters for selected
metropolitan areas. However, these grids are only available for the years 1990 and 2000.
High resolution (90m) US-wide demographic grids are under-development with the most
recent census data by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) (Bhaduri et al., 2007).
The product, called LandScan-USA, aims to provide daytime and nighttime (residential)
population densities but is not currently available and is not expected be in the public
domain once made available.
The work of Dmowska and Stepinski’s group at the University of Cincinnati has
aimed since 2014 to develop high resolution demographic grids for the entire
conterminous US. Their group’s main goals aim to develop grids that provide significant
improvements over SEDAC grids and make them available for exploration and download
through their web-based application called SocScape (Social Landscape) at
http://sil.uc.edu. The group’s first iteration of grids was called SocScape-90, referring to
sharpening SEDAC grids to 90m resolution with using dasymetric modeling with the
National Land Cover Dataset (NLCD) as ancillary data (Dmowska & Stepinski, 2014).
SocScape was thus released with those methods for 1990 and 2000. Dmowska &
Stepinski (2017) note that their original approach had several limitations and drawbacks.
The previous approach of their mapping did not use original census data and instead
utilized the SEDAC grid, which not only spatially coarser than census blocks in densely
populated urban areas, but it also contained a number of errors and inconsistencies
(Dmowska & Stepinski, 2014). It was also limited to the years 1990 and 2000, the only
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years for which SEDAC published these grids.
In their newest work, Dmowska & Stepinski (2017) present the second generation
of U.S wide-grids which they call SocScape-30. Their new approach uses dasymetric
modeling to disaggregate census blocks directly, rather than disaggregating SEDAC cells
and uses two ancillary datasets, the NLCD 2011 and the newly available National Land
Use Dataset (Homer et al., 2004; Theobald, 2014). The SocScape-30 grid has a nominal
resolution of 30 meters, which is equal to the resolution of both ancillary datasets. An
assessment of uncertainty is assessed only if the ground truth is available, and in this
particular context the ground truth data would consist of certifiable population counts
within aggregation units smaller than those use in the dasymetric model. In the case of
the study, they use a similar accuracy assessment method by calculating an additional
grid based on the disaggregation of larger units, census block groups, and compare the
population of the resultant grid that is aggregated to blocks with the population of the
blocks as given by the census. The method is used by the WorldPop Project as featured in
Jia et al. (2014) and Stevens et al. (2015).
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Figure 12: Decision tree utilized by Dmowska and Stepinski 2017 showing the process of assigning a cell’s ancillary
class on the basis of its NLCD and NLUD classes and the population count in the block to which it belongs.

Figure 13: In Dmowska and Stepinski 2017, construction of the ancillary layer using area consisting of six adjacent
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blocks in Cincinnati, OH as an example. (A) A satellite image showing the surface masked to the spatial extent of the
area; six constituent blocks are indicated by orange lines. (B) Spatial distribution of NLCD classes over the area. (C)
Spatial distribution of reclassified NLUD classes over the area. (D) Spatial distribution of final ancillary classes over
the area.

Figure 14: From Dmowska and Stepinski 2017: Demonstration of dasymetric modeling using an area consisting of six
adjacent blocks in Cincinnati, OH as an example. (A) Map of population density using only block-level data. Numbers
indicate population counts for each block. (B) Spatial distribution of weight values. (C) Map of population density
using grid data calculated using a dasymetric model.

Figures 12, 13 and 14 visually explain and show outputs of the population
disaggregation methods employed by Dmowska & Stepinski (2017). The authors
employed an accuracy assessment strategy similar to what was used in Jia et al., 2014,
and compared the nationally produced results versus the results produced by the Alachua
County, Florida, results that Jia et al., 2014 produced and enjoyed better accuracy
statistics when comparing root mean squared error (RMSE).
This type of dasymetric modeling at this accuracy and resolution is made possible
by the sheer amount of funding and resources devoted to projects like the National Land
Cover Dataset and the National Land Use Dataset (Homer et al., 2004), as well the luxury
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of having the lowest average spatial resolution (ASR) census units in the world due to the
U.S Census Bureau (Balk & Yetman, 2004). It is important to understand what the
current state-of-art methods are being used for simple dasymetric mapping to understand
motivations behind applying supervised machine learning at the same resolution. The
next section will outline a novel test of applying a supervised machine learning method
(Stevens et al., 2015) to perform census disaggregation at 30 meter resolution utilizing
high-end computing resources, currently in progress.
4.2 Dasymetric Mapping of Human Populations utilizing supervised
machine learning on High-End Computing Capability Resources
In this section, the open-source high resolution population mapping method
described in Stevens et al. (2015), that is used in previous chapters will be proposed to
utilize NASA’s high-end supercomputing resources with classified Landsat land cover at
30 meter resolution and mapping gridded population at a 30 meter gridded resolution,
which has not been previously attempted before with this population disaggregation
method. The experiment proposed here will be framed around the need to analyze human
population distributions with respect to scaling land-use/land cover data. Studying the
scales at which land surface is characterized in efforts to estimate carbon flux,
investigating scaling effects on measurements, modeling urbanization effects on
ecosystems, and developing an interactive modeling environment that can make the
datasets easily utilized and downloadable, is increasingly important.
4.2.1 Methods
4.2.1.1 Study Area
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The study area is the island of Java, within the country of Indonesia. Section
2.2.1 also has a short description of Java and its importance to the country of Indonesia.
For the purposes of this experiment, boundary-matched census data at the
Desa/Kelurahan administrative level (Level 4, 26,992 units), were obtained (Figure 15).

Figure 15: Map of the Indonesian island of Java, at administrative boundaries level 4, focused around Jakarta.

4.2.1.2 Data Management Considerations

For the purposes of this experiment, two tests were conducted in order to examine
the differences in the statistical outputs of random forest, both using the same study area,
with one mapping population at 100 meter grid cells and the other mapping population at
30 meter grid cells. Both tests utilized the same set of covariate datasets that will be
detailed in the next section, 4.2.1.3. However, two different computing environments
needed to be set up in order to conduct this experiment, they are detailed further in
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Appendix III. A personal computer environment was utilized with higher end
components to run the dasymetric mapping at 100 meter resolution. To run the 30 meter
dasymetric mapping process, an allocation of 96 cores on a Linux-based environment
within NASA’s Pleiades super-computer was allocated through the NASA Earth
Exchange project, and that work is currently in progress. This collaborative research
framework was initiated by the NASA Earth Sciences program to combine state-of-theart supercomputing, Earth system modelling, remote sensing data from NASA and other
agencies, and a scientific social networking platform that provide a complete work
environment (Nemani et al., 2011). Further detail is provided in Appendix III.
4.2.1.3 High Resolution Population Mapping Method

The same, open-source population mapping method utilized in Sections 2.1.3 and
3.1.3 was utilized with the exception of the accuracy assessment that is usually done, as
the mapping conducted is focused on evaluating the statistical outputs of the Random
Forest mapping process with the highest spatial resolution census dataset available at
Administrative level Unit 4. Table 7 shows the covariate datasets that are proposed to be
utilized in the mapping process, note that the same Open Street Map data from 2014 was
utilized and the MDA Federal Inc. EarthSat Geocover land cover dataset was not
modified as it was in Chapter Two. The key difference is that if you refer to Figure 3,
within Section 2.1.3, the mapping processes in this experiment scale down the covariate
datasets even further to 30 meter resolution in the pre-processing steps and the in gridded
population mapping steps.
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Table 7: Test-specific data sources (for 100m and 30m tests) and variable names used for
population density estimation used for dasymetric weights for proposed experiment
Type

Variable Name(s)*

Description

Indonesia Data

Country-specific census data that is
used for disaggregation

2010, Admin-level 4
for just the extent of
Java (census datasets
received from the
Government of
Indonesia)

lan_cls011,
lan_dst011

Cultivated terrestrial lands

MDA Federal Inc.,
2007

lan_cls040,
lan_dst040

Woody / Trees

Ibid

lan_cls130,
lan_dst130

Shrubs

Ibid

lan_cls140,
lan_dst140

Herbaceous

Ibid

lan_cls150,
lan_dst150

Other terrestrial vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls160,
lan_dst160

Aquatic vegetation

Ibid

lan_cls190,
lan_dst190

Urban area

Ibid

lan_cls200,
lan_dst200

Bare areas

Ibid

lan_cls210,
lan_dst210

Water bodies

Ibid

lan_cls230,
lan_dst230

No data, cloud/shadow

Ibid

lan_cls240,
lan_dst240

Rural settlement

Ibid

Census

Land Cover
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lan_cls250,
lan_dst250

Industrial area

Ibid

lan_clsBLT,
lan_dstBLT

Built, merged urban/rural class

Ibid

Lig

Lights at night data

Suomi VIIRS-Derived
(NOAA, 2012)

Npp

MODIS 17A3 2010 Estimated Net
Primary Productivity, 1km

Extraction from
MODIS package in R
(Running et al., 2004)

Tem

Mean temperature, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Pre

Mean precipitation, 1950-2000

WorldClim/BioClim
(Hijmans et al,, 2005)

Ele

Elevation

HydroSHEDS (Lehner
et al., 2006)

ele_slope

Slope

HydroSHEDS-Derived
(Lehner et al., 2006)

Twe

Tweets

Tweets data obtained
from method detailed
in Section 2.2

roa_cls, roa_dst

Roads

OSM (2014)

riv_dst

Distance to rivers/streams

VMAP0 merged†

pop_cls, pop_dst

Populated Places

OSM (2014)

wat_cls, wat_dst

Water bodies

VMAP0 merged†

pro_cls, pro_dst

Protected areas

IUCN and UNEP,
2012

Continuous
Raster-Format

Converted
Vector-Format
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poi_cls, poi_dst

Populated Points of Interest

OSM (2014)

bui_cls, bui_dst

Buildings

OSM (2014)

use_cls, use_dst

Delineated Land Uses

OSM (2014)

cit_cls, cit_dst

Cities

OSM (2014)

dwe_cls, dwe_dst

Dwellings

OSM (2014)

ham_cls, ham_dst

Hamlets

OSM (2014)

hos_cls, hos_dst

Hospital

OSM (2014)

loc_cls, loc_dst

Localities

OSM (2014)

pol_cls, pol_dst

Police

OSM (2014)

sch_cls, sch_dst

Schools

OSM (2014)

sub_cls, sub_dst

Suburbs

OSM (2014)

tow_cls, tow_dst

Towns

OSM (2014)

vil_cls, vil_dst

Villages

OSM (2014)

ind_cls, ind_dst

Industrial Land Use

OSM (2014)

res_cls, res_dst

Residential Land Use

OSM (2014)

pri_cls, pri_dst

Primary Roads

OSM (2014)

sec_cls, sec_dst

Secondary Roads

OSM (2014)

ter_cls, ter_dst

Tertiary Roads

OSM (2014)

rro_cls, rro_dst

Residential Roads

OSM (2014)

ser_cls, ser_dst

Service Roads

OSM (2014)

nei_cls, nei_dst

Neighborhoods

OSM (2014)
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ghs_dst

Distance to Global Human
Settlement Layer polygons

Joint Research Center
- Global Human
Settlement Layer (
2015)

* The variable names are used in Random Forest model output and throughout the text as reference to the
specific data they were derived from. The first three letters are derived from the data type (e.g. “lan”
indicates land cover) and the last three letters, if present, indicates what type of data each variable
represents (e.g. “_cls” is a binary classification and “_dst” is a calculated Euclidean distance-to variable.
† The default data for populated places is merged from several VMAP0 data sources. There are three
VMAP0 data sets used: The point data pop/builtupp and pop/mispopp are buffered to 100 m and merged
with the pop/builtupa polygons creating a vector-based built layer. This layer is then converted to binary
class and distance-to rasters for use in modeling. (NGA, 2005)

4.2.2 Proposed Research
4.2.2.1 Statement of the Problem
The scientific problem that is to be addressed with this initial experiment in 30
meter population mapping is analyzing human population distribution (and associated
growth) with respect to the current spatial scales of global land-use/cover change. This
research will be complementary to efforts estimating carbon flux, developing land surface
characterization parameters for input to hydrologic modeling of surface flows,
investigating scaling effects on measurements, modeling urbanization effects on
ecosystems, and developing an interactive modeling environment that can make the
datasets easily utilized and downloadable. Methods to properly characterize the Earth’s
land surface as it relates to global land-use/cover change is essential for global modeling
of population distribution and growth.
As detailed in earlier chapters, human population distributions have been utilized
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extensively for planning interventions and monitoring changes. These datasets are also
used for disease burden estimation, epidemic modeling, resource allocation, disaster
management, accessibility modeling, transport and city planning, poverty mapping, and
environmental impact assessment.
Studying humanity’s specific impact as the one of the primary drivers for land
surface change compliments NASA’s strategic plan and vision for its research and
applied science priorities of NASA Earth Science. The specific research end of
understanding how human populations at a fine resolution scale impact the Earth system
is inherently valuable for NASA’s vision to communicate and transfer scientific
knowledge, developing and deploying enabling technologies, and inspiring and
motivating the nation’s students and teachers. NASA’s Earth Observing System (EOS)
series of satellites offer an unmatched quality of data and modelling human population
with the data from EOS would enable better understanding of the Earth System through
observations and predictive models, the development and validation of new technologies,
and also serve to educate and advance the scientific and technological capabilities of the
nation, specifically in relation to evaluating impacts of climate change driven by humans.
The research topic would complement and further the work of contextualizing the
work of the NASA EOS missions as well as NASA SERVIR (a joint venture between
NASA and the U.S. Agency for International Development), NASA’s Socioeconomic
Data and Applications Center (hosted by CIESIN at Columbia University), NASA’s
Applied Remote Sensing Training (ARSET) Program, as well as integrating data from
the Earth Observing System Data and Information System (EOSDIS) EarthData program
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on Human Dimensions.
4.2.2.2 Science Background/Motivation
The idea that human population growth would eventually exceed the capacity of
the resources that are required to sustain it was furthered initially by Thomas Malthus, in
1798, in his essay on the principle of population (Malthus, 1798). Malthus’s thesis has
been explored by scientists with a focus on the impact that exponential population growth
would have on the environment. The clear and predictable links between human
population dynamics and environmental change have been hard to discern until recently,
due to how complex human activities are and how they impacts nature in various ways
(Ehrlich, 1970; Meadows et al., 1972; Cohen, 1995; Wilson, 1999; McKee, 2005; Luck,
2007).
As Meyer & Turner explain, human induced global environmental change can be
grouped into two overlapping fields of study. The first is the industrial economy concerns
the flow of materials and energy through the process of extraction, production,
consumption and disposal of modern industrial society. Land-use/land cover change,
mainly deals with the alteration of the land surface and its biotic cover (National
Research Council, 1990). Environmental changes in either field of study can become the
cause of a global change in two ways (Turner et al., 1990), by either affecting a globally
fluid system (i.e. the atmosphere, world climate, sea level) or occurring in particular
locations summing up to a globally significant total. Land-use change notably contributes
to both kinds of global change, such as systemic changes like trace-gas accumulation and
patchwork impacts such as biodiversity loss, soil degradation and hydrological changes
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(Meyer & Turner, 1992).
Land-cover changes can be characterized as a conversion of one category of land
cover to another and the modification of a condition within that particular category. The
four main classes have been tracked in most global figures, include forest/woodland,
permanent pasture, cultivation, and other lands (Bartholomé & Belward, 2005). The UN
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) has been collecting this data from member
states as a part of their Production Yearbooks since the 1950s, however the FAO class of
“other lands” combines several different and distinct forms of land use and land cover.
The climate modelling literature has also been a good source of global land data.
Matthews work on presumed pre-agricultural vegetation types and of present day land
cover was a foundational study for high resolution mapping of land cover for climate
studies (Matthews, 1983). Global carbon flux modelling as well has necessarily involved
detailed reconstruction of change in land-cover patterns and evaluating a broad set of data
sources such as archival materials and remote sensing. The work of Matthews led to
Richards’ continental-scale reconstruction of land-use changes from 1700 to 1980 (with
the categories including cultivation, forest/woodland, and grassland/pasture) (Richards,
1990). Historically and currently, issues of data quality and comparability make globalscale assessments of land-use/cover change difficult (Heilig, 1994; Ramankutty & Foley,
1999; Small, 2004; Erb et al., 2007).
Historically in the literature, changes in the major land cover categories has been
tracked: cultivated land, forest/tree cover, grassland/pasture, wetlands, and settlement
data. Settlement data has historically been valued in population mapping, as it represents
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areas devoted to human habitation, transportation, and industry (Anderson, 1976).
Land-cover change is associated with many secondary environmental
consequences including wetland drainage (impacting biodiversity, trace gas emissions,
soil, and hydrological balance), and these are often hard to distinguish from natural
variation, with climatic change and water flows being cases in point (Sagan et al., 1979).
Five overall classes of impacts that are directly tied to land-cover change have been
identified historically in the literature, they include: trace-gas emissions, hydrological
change (water quality and water flows), soil impacts, sediment impacts and climatic
change.
The human driving forces of global change was considered to be in “intellectual
disarray” by Meyer & Turner in 1992 and arguably still are in relative disarray. At the
time of their assessment of the literature, either studies were weakly connecting causes to
one another or extremely hypothetical (believable arguments that were not supported by
case-specific data) (Mortimore, 1989). Ultra-empiricist arguments included those of
Newell & Marcus, where they presented a high statistical correlation between world
population growth and tropospheric carbon dioxide levels since the 1950s as proof of
population’s fundamental role (Newell & Marcus, 1987). Ultra-theoretic arguments in the
vein of Harvey’s work on attack the relevance of neo-Malthusian arguments, on the
foundation that they are politically founded, i.e. the primacy of population growth in
resource depletion (Harvey, 1979). In ultra-empiricist arguments, it is easy to mistake a
correlation for a cause (or vice versa) within an extremely complex area of study, and for
the ultra-theoretic arguments this is excessively narrowing the scope of the investigation
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without any consideration of the data.
Driving forces of population change sometimes vary with the type of change
involved. Consider rising interest rates or agricultural prices, which would
simultaneously increase deforestation because it would encourage further clearing, but at
the same time, provide incentives to adopt soil conservation measures. Additionally, the
same type of land-cover change can also have different sources in different areas even
within particular world regions. Finally, in understanding the dynamics of underlying
causes, there is no agreement existing on the level at which an adequate explanation is
achieved. The example that Meyer & Turner give is considering deforestation by an
agricultural expansion could be driven by population growth but can also be driven by
certain sociopolitical and economic conditions that promote such conditions. For
example, this occurring within an economic context where it would make sense for large
families to be valuable to subsistence cultivators, while in other cases, emphasizing the
role of agricultural expansion creating population growth.
In the literature, comprehensive approach to the question of driving forces is often
characterized as the I = PAT which has been used by Ehrlich & Ehrlich, 1990, and by
Commoner (1972, 1990), as well as more recent works (Blaikie et al., 2014; Costanza et
al., 2014; Moran, 2016). I represents environmental impact, which is the product of P
(population), A (affluence), T (technology). In this equation, human impact is a product
of the number of people, considering a level which they consume, and the character of
the material and energy flows in production and consumption. This formula suffers from
the relative mismatch of the categories of the driving forces with the exception of
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population. Arguably, the in more recent works, affluence and technology have more
substantial social science theory that back behavior and social structure could be linked
with production and consumption.
Because of its ease of quantification and its plausibility for being a driving force
for environmental change, human population has been widely used in the literature. The
metric incorporates the basic level of resources required per capita for survival and
reproduction (biological demand). This role of population is not in dispute, what is
controversial is understanding its relative importance with the other forces that generate
environmental pressures.
There are various positions of considering population as a driving force of
environmental change. There is the neo-Malthusian position, where population growth is
considered to have exceeded the capacity of the biosphere. Diametrically opposed to that
position is the cornucopian position, which holds that population increases allow for
innovations in society and technology that can improve the conditions of life and improve
the condition of the environment. The role of population is only lessened in theories
where it is held to only cause further degradation stemming from other factors. For
example, the Faustian position contends that the use of technology in a careless way is
primary to environmental degradation, even though population increases could further
increase the severity of the problems that are created. The theory that locates the cause of
environmental damage in obstacles to the proper allocation of costs is neopolitical
classical economy. The distortion of efficient solutions by government policies or
property institutions would be where these obstacles originate from. Neo-marxist political
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economy emphasizes the roles of the means of production in the global economy of
international capitalism, as profit-seeking and capital accumulation require the
unsustainable exploitation of natural resources and socioeconomic differentiation causes
a situation in which the “haves” place heavy demands on the world’s resources which
drives environmental change, leaving the “have-nots” in environments under stress
(Meyer & Turner, 1992).
Within any of these positions, the role that population is being given reflects less
conflicting evidence than conflicting interpretations of the same evidence. There is no
question however, that in the past 300 years, there has been an unparalleled magnitude of
human-induced environmental changes, including those of land cover (Ramankutty &
Foley, 1999). Correlations between population and land-cover studies have been strong
when considering regions possessing similar socioenvironmental characteristics (Schmitz
et al., 2014). It is thus not as simple to attribute “overpopulation” to sweeping land cover
change like deforestation (Blaikie & Brookfield, 2015), and instead more complex array
of policies, institutions, and economic forces must be considered when considering
deforestation.
Meyer & Turner noted in 1992, that even though population is an important
macro-scale (global) variable in that there is a variable for its direct relationship between
total world population and total biological demand for resources. At the time, it was
noticed that the connections to land-cover change become weaker at increasingly smaller
spatial scales because of the importance of other variables that could affect demand or
spatially deflect its particular impacts. It was their recommendation that these other
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variables must be incorporated to improve the understanding of the human causes of
land-use/ land cover change (Meyer & Turner, 1992).
This literature which seeks statistical linkages without a well-developed theory
also stress the importance of examining data only within a theoretical framework. The
population-agriculture relationship has been widely studied, as associated with
neoclassical economics, as a role of population change through the influence on demand
as manifested through the market (Setälä et al., 2014). Modern population-pressure
theory is sort of corollary to this, attributing agricultural development, and subsistence to
market, to the pressures of production that amount from a growing population and
operates through a process of intensification (Misra et al., 2014). Sustained population
decline has the opposite effect in this theory. Population linkages tend to be spatially
congruent with land use in economies with strong subsistence components as well. In
supplementing the other candidate forces for the driving forces of land cover, they
include arguments furthering technological change, socioeconomic organization, level of
economic development and culture (Meyer & Turner, 1992).
Consider sections 1.2 and 4.1 in the literature review of dasymetric mapping
processes and how they have relied on the quality of physical data (such as remote
sensing) to create more precise and spatially congruent data when it comes to population
grids. In order to have better land use characterization for global modelling, it can be
contended that analyzing human population distribution data (and associated growth)
with respect to the current spatial scales of global land-use/cover change, is an area of
research that is necessary given the continual disconnect between physical data that can
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be gathered from technology such as remote sensing, and descriptions of how the land is
actually being used in different regions of the world.
In recent years, substantial growth has been seen in openly available satellite and
other geospatial data layers that represent a wide variety of metrics that are relevant to
population mapping at fine spatial scales. Recently open-source population mapping
projects have been able to harmonize these different data layers in constructing detailed
and contemporary spatial datasets, that can accurate describe population distributions
(Lloyd et al., 2017).
The work proposed here in mapping population at 30 meters and comparing against
100 meters would further the research in understanding how mapping accuracies shift at
different spatial scales, and see how much the process of harmonizing the data would
reveal inaccuracies. Additionally, given the access to human population distribution data
and data tools to project settlement growth into the future (Nieves et al., 2017), more
recent research needs to be conducted to identify how impacts can be assessed with the
current spatial scales of land-use/ land cover change as measured by instruments such as
NASA’s Earth Observing System. With the current computational resources available
and greater access to more temporally relevant data, a more philosophically precise
framework can be developed regarding the relationship between human population
distribution and actual land-use/land cover.

4.3 Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) as remote sensing land cover
classification verification tools
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The airborne method to improve an open-source population mapping method for
the future includes Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, which will initially be used for land cover
classification validation. This short section reflects on the work of Xia et al., 2017, which
utilizes Landsat-8 OLI data and UAV-based data of a typical wetland region on the Zoige
Plateau in China to compare the performance of linear spectral unmixing (LSU),
regression tree (RT) and artificial neural networks (ANN) in estimating the wetland subpixel inundation percentage (SIP), and its applicability to providing a useful product for
the topic of this dissertation.
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) technology over the recent years offers new
opportunities and use-cases to explore at the sub-meter image resolution. UAV
technology is currently being used and is perceives as a powerful complementary
platform to typical remote sensing platforms. UAV technology have been increasingly
used in many different applications because of the diminutive size of the platform, lower
costs, flexible implementation and the ease-of-use for the typical user. Conventional
satellite imaging platforms also cannot ensure the purity of the image pixel in the way
that high spatial resolution images from UAV are capable of recognizing the difference
between different land cover classes. For example, manned aerial photography platforms
or satellite imagery cannot detect small inundations, grass and soil patches (Rango, et al.
2006).
4.3.1 Overview of Methods Utilized for Image Capture from UAV
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Figure 16: From Xia et al., (2017): Flowchart of the overall approach for mapping the subpixel inundation percentage
(SIP), using data on the Landsat-8 Operational Land Imager (OLI) and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The RT,
ANN, and LSU are the abbreviations of regression tree, artificial neural networks, and linear spectral unmixing,
respectively.

In Figure 16 the overall methodological workflow used by Xia et al., 2017 is
shown. In the first step, the UAV image is prepared, preprocessed and classified by an
object-based image analysis to derive the UAV land cover classification map. An OLI
pixel is aggregated from the UAV land cover map, and from this the reference 30 m SIP
map was created. Within the second step, the Landsat-8 OLI image’s available surface
reflectance was pre-processed and the spectral indices were calculated for model
preparation. The final step involves the UAV-based reference SIP for 2014 (in the case of
this study), to train and evaluate three different SIP models (LSU, ANN, RT) to select the
optimal model.
Within the Xia et al. (2017) research, a fixed-wing UAV (called Freebird) was
utilized. The platform was chosen for its ability to resist wind in comparison to rotary
wing based UAVs. The onboard sensor of the instrument is a Canon 5D Mark II, a digital
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camera that has three optical bands (red, green, blue). For the study, the height of the
UAV was set to 800 meters or 4250 meters above sea level (a.s.l.) and was flown at
ground level over the transect area in order to image at 0.16m (high spatial resolution).
The instrument was set with an 80% forward lap and a 60% side lap so that there was no
gap with nearby imaging. With the transect area being 7 km long and 1km wide, a total of
265 pictures were obtained.
The geometric/topographic corrections were implemented after the data
collections process to generate a digital orthophoto map (DOM) by using MAP-AT
software, automatically processing acquired imagery and altitude data using the UAV
image telemetry (ground control points (GCPs), synchronized GPS positions, and roll,
pitch and yaw of each image). Figure 17 shows a UAV image of the study area.

Figure 17: From Xia et al., (2017): The UAV image of the transect in Zoige wetland, acquired in July 2014. A and B are
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the small patches of grass in the lake, C is the edge of the lake, and D and E show the area with mixed water and grass.

4.3.2 Object-Based Image Analysis (OBIA) for UAV Image Classification
Due to the high spatial resolution of the captured UAV data, Xia et al. (2017)
defined the pixel to be a water surface or a non-water surface. Once this binary
classification was complete, the SIP on the Landsat-8 OLI pixel scale was calculated.
After these calculations are complete, an OBIA is applied to the UAV image
classification, as the geometric and contextual features can be integrated into the
classification (Laliberte et al., 2004; Ma et al., 2015). The OBIA approach further
segments the UAV image into ecological patches, which is able to improve classification
accuracy by combining with a decision tree model at the object level. Equation 2 shows
the general form of the spatial aggregation used by Xia et al., 2017:
𝑛

𝑆𝐼𝑃𝑟 = (∑ 𝑠𝑤,𝑖 )/𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖
𝑖=1

Equation 2 can be defined as such. The left side of the equation represents the reference
SIP for the 30 meter grids of the Landsat image, the right side numerator represents
summation of the area of the water pixels for UAV ( in meters squared), where n is the
number of water pixels in the UAV classifications maps in the 30 meter grids of the
Landsat image. The denominator represents the area of 30 meter grids of the Landsat-8
OLI image (in meters squared).
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Figure 18: From Xia et al., (2017), Classification Map of the transect based on the UAV image acquired in July 2014.

Figure 19: From Xia et al., (2017), Confusion Matrix and accuracy estimates for the classified map.

The OBIA method of classification combined with scaling up of pixels using
binary classifications as shown in Figure 18 and 19 show significant potential in
integrating with the experiment conducted in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. Consider the
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NDSV classification on Google Earth Engine and the validation process for urban extents
that had to be undertaken using VHR Quickbird imagery (Patel et al., 2015), which is
very expensive and less accurate in comparison to the method outlined here.
Generating full classifications would most likely be not optimal just yet for the
open-source population mapping method in Stevens et al., (2015), however at least
generating binary classifications for essential indicators of human population such as
urban land use would be extremely useful when mapping continuous populations at less
than 100 meter spatial resolution. This validation method would be especially useful for
the high temporal resolution of urban extractions from Landsat data as described in
Chapter 2. The swath that UAVs can collect data could potentially be too small, but
ideally taking a representative sample and applying to a country-wide scale should be
acceptable depending on the type of land-use that is to be observed for informing human
population counts (Gaughan et al., 2014). OBIA with current UAV imaging platforms
shows strong promise to be the next cost-effective and accurate way to validate and
compliment satellite imagery, especially in applications attempting to map urbanized
areas for human populations.
4.4 Summary
In the first section of this chapter, the motivations of mapping at 30 meter
resolution is described, as this is the highest continuous dasymetric population mapping
that has been attempted thus far. The approach in Dmowska and Stepinski (2017) is
described and evaluated. In the second section of this chapter, the proposed process and
motivation of utilizing the open-source dasymetric population mapping method used in
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this dissertation (Stevens et al., 2015) to map population at 30 meter resolution (using the
test area of Java in Indonesia) is explained. Machine learning processes will be applied
on High End Computing resources at NASA Ames Research Center because the
processes are too computationally intensive for standard computers. The statistical
outputs from utilizing this mapping at 30 meters will be compared to an exact test
conducted over the same test area (Java, Indonesia) at 100 meters, to assess the effects of
harmonizing data at different spatial scales. In the third section, a UAV based method to
categorize reference pixels for sub-pixel inundation mapping was suggested as a possible
validation method for the Google Earth Engine extracted images in Chapter 2.
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CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The experiments detailed in this dissertation aimed to improve an open-source
population mapping method with the inclusion of spaceborne, terrestrial and airborne
instruments. Utilizing novel methods, the inclusion of these instruments were successful
in increasing the explanatory value of the population data grids that were created.
In Chapter Two, the spaceborne platform of Landsat was utilized to extract urban
extents for different year collections using a tool called Google Earth Engine. Integration
of this methodology reduced mapping inaccuracies and error along with improving
temporal resolution. In Chapter Three, terrestrial instruments in the forms of mobile
phones and computers were utilized as indicators of population utilizing geo-located
Twitter data, the extraction of this data and utilization of this data for this purpose was
novel, and significantly decreased mapping inaccuracies and error as well as proving to
be a significant covariate dataset in the machine learning process. In Chapter Four, stateof-art research at mapping population at higher continuous resolutions was explored, as
was proposed research with 30 meter continuous population mapping using NASA
Supercomputing resources. An airborne method utilizing UAV image collection for
reference classifications for spaceborne image validation was also suggested.
In reflecting on the development of instrumentation as it relates to improvement
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of tracking populations, on the very high spatial scales, any type of device carried by
humans that interface with the Internet or cellular networks will be increasing valuable,
with the main constraints surrounding privacy and commercial interests surrounding
mobile phone records. However, projects like Flowminder are finding ways to make it
very straightforward for phone network operators to work in collaboration with
governments to provide planners with accurate population dynamics (Deville et al.,
2014). In the assessment of this dissertation, mobile devices will remain the most
valuable form of tracking population dynamics for the foreseeable future when
considering terrestrial devices. In higher income countries the use of mobile devices will
likely manifest itself in more localized tracking utilizing context signals from devices in
the form of Bluetooth low energy (BLE). As the technology develops here and as the
market forces decrease the cost of the devices, the ease of access to the data should
increase as well, especially for humanitarian purposes. However for more temporal
accuracy and depth in data, remotely sensed data will still remain an integral component
to map populations.
From the remote sensing perspective, as detailed in Chapter Two and Chapter
Four, spaceborne and airborne instruments are continually going to be integral sources of
valuable datasets for population mapping. The importance of being able to characterize
human population distributions in present day is underscored by the fact that the study of
global processes has suffered from lack of systematic, quantitative descriptions of land
surface characteristics that control the landscape, such as urbanized areas. Spaceborne
instruments (like the appropriately vaunted NASA/USGS Landsat series) and airborne
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instruments (like the low-cost UAV’s described in Chapter Four) will need to be used in
co-unison in order to underpin accuracy assessments of remotely sensed data.
Developments with methodologies here will lead to the development of
appropriate, thorough and scale-consistent geographic descriptions of Earth’s land
surface. These geographic descriptions will serve as a bridge for in situ process
knowledge, or data that is gathered directly at the areas where land cover data is being
gathered. Research in this area will lead to better integrated parameters of global models,
and global population modelling will certainly be one of them.
As detailed in Chapter Four, in order to develop better temporally relevant
classifications, the appropriate accuracy assessment data must be obtained as well. And
with the relatively low-cost and easy to use UAV-based methods, for large urban areas
this should be very scalable. Object-based classifications (appropriate for binary
classifications) conducted to identify relevant controlling land surface characteristics,
such as urban areas, will be utilized heavily in order to monitor changes in land-cover and
hence provide invaluable datasets for evaluating population distributions. The
combination of analyses utilizing spaceborne and airborne validation data will be the
future of remote sensing, and will improve in pixel classifications, at higher temporal and
spatial resolutions.
Recently, technology companies have demonstrated interest in generating
population maps for their own interests. Facebook disaggregated population counts from
census grids at 5 meter per-pixel resolution for their Internet.org project. They
disaggregated census counts over binary pixels that they classified as human-built
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structures utilizing computer vision techniques on very high resolution Digital Globe
Imagery (Gros & Tiecke, 2016). Private companies like Planet Labs are also starting to
offer image services from constellations of nano-satellites that are a large number of
small, compact satellites that often weigh less than 10 kilograms. These new private
companies represent higher accessibility to instruments that can allow for effective
management and assessment of the terrestrial system at sub-field scales (between 1 to 10
meter resolutions). Planet Labs currently operates the largest constellation of satellite
systems in orbit, with their RGB (red, green, blue) imagery offerings at 3 to 5 meter
resolution on a daily scale, utilizing a constellation of satellites (150 to 200 in number).
The European Space Agency’s Sentinel-2 pair will improve the spatio-temporal
frequency of satellite platforms such as Landsat 8, and the synergy of both these
platforms will further enhance the temporal resolution of analyses. Other than Planet
Labs’ offerings, the requirements of very high spatial resolution and near-daily frequency
for satellite images can only be acquired through targeted acquisition with companies like
WorldView and RapidEye. Planet Labs’s satellites have a caveat to their performance in
that their sensor designs and utilization of commercial off the shelf components do not
compare to the signal-to-noise characteristics, radiometric performance, cross-sensor
consistency and spectral enhancements of satellite images that traditional space agencies
have been able to generate. The lack of at-sensor radiance conversions and atmospheric
correction of the imagery derived from these nano-satellites can cause researchers to
question the time and space consistency of any time-series type data, as bands in the
visible domain (Red, Green, Blue) are very sensitive to atmospheric correction processes.
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Without being able to perform these corrections, the ability to reliably infer actual
changes in surface cover conditions is called into question (Houberg & McCabe, 2016).
These new instruments will allow for more spatio-temporally relevant data to be
integrated into open-source population mapping processes. (e.g. health, planning, and
disaster relief applications). As the resolution of all these datasets increase the
computational loads will also proportional increase and this will need equally impressive
computer vision analysis and performance optimization in regards to computing. Section
4.2 describes the motivations behind a test for this exact reason and its relevance to
testing high-end computing resources. Even classifications of remotely sensed data are
being tested using quantum annealing, an experimental and hopefully breakthrough
computational technology for handling hard optimization problems (Boyda et al., 2017).
An open-source population mapping methodology was the foundation of the
experiments in this dissertation, and significant improvements and insights were observed
in each of these experiments in modelling population distribution. The future work of the
author after this dissertation will involve the integration of more relevant datasets from
different instruments to improve the population mapping method, as well as examining
what novel computing methods can be utilized to further optimize the processing. This
particular application of Earth Science is essential for the curation of the planet. Tracking
our activities as a species on the Earth’s surface will allow us to reflect on what parts of
our global society and infrastructure need improvement, and it is hoped that by being able
to model our footprint, we can create a sustainable future for the Earth while also meeting
our needs as a species.
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APPENDIX 1

The discipline of remote sensing often encompasses the use of aerial sensor
technologies to detect and classify objects on the Earth, referring to objects on the Earth
surface as well in the atmosphere and oceans, by the use of propagated signals, usually
via electromagnetic radiation. Active remote sensing involves signals being first emitted
from aircraft or satellites, and passive remote sensing refers to when information is
simply recorded (Liu and Mason, 2014).
The open-source population mapping method tested within this dissertation topic
has been detailed in Stevens, et al (2015). This dasymetric modelling approach
incorporates various ancillary datasets including vector and raster data, and the raster data
sources are often remotely sensed data.
1. Land Cover Remotely Sensed Data:
For all three experiments within this dissertation topic, an MDA EarthSat GeoCover
Landsat Thematic Mapper derived land cover raster is utilized in combination with more
highly temporally relevant urbanized datasets used in the first experiment utilizing the
Google Earth Engine tool (Patel et al., 2015). MDA Federal has a proprietary process in
the way it creates this GeoCover land cover raster at 30 meter resolution, self-described
as “derived from spectral analysis of consistently orthorectified Landsat Thematic
Mapper ™ imagery” and has a standard 13-land cover legend. The version that is used as
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the base MDA GeoCover dataset is dated to 2007 (MDA Federal Inc., 2007). The first
experiment explicitly tests different urban extractions from Google Earth Engine, which
also utilizes Landsat Thematic Mapper data from different year sets in order to increase
the temporal resolution of the land cover data that is used in the population mapping
process. Because the study area is consistent in the second and third experiment, the same
best land cover dataset will be used with temporal modifications as necessary.
The remote sensing instrument that is consistent with both of these methods is the
NASA/USGS Landsat series. The Landsat program is the longest-running enterprise for
the acquisition of satellite imagery of the Earth and has been utilized for a wide variety of
applications. The newest satellite Landsat 8 has a total of 11 spectral bands and spatial
resolutions ranging from 15 meters to 100 meters, with a temporal resolution being only
16 days (U.S Geological Survey, 2016). The biggest advantage of using this dataset is its
availability to the general public as it if freely downloadable as soon as it is available.
The Land Cover datasets used were largely constructed from Thematic Mapper
(multispectral scanning radiometer) from Landsat 5 and Enhanced Thematic Mapper
(multispectral scanning radiometer) from Landsat 7. The Operational Land Imager on the
Landsat 8 satellite might be used for improving the land cover on Experiment 3.
It is important to note that in the methodology the temporal resolution of the Landsat
derived land cover is further coarsened to 100 meters due to the needs of the population
mapping process, so this is often noted and detailed within each of the experiments.
2. Continuous Raster-Format Remotely Sensed Data:
I.

Suomi VIIRS NPP Derived Lights-At-Night data – the Suomi National Polar-
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orbiting Partnership weather satellite is operated by NOAA and includes a wide
array of instruments including VIIRS, the Visible Infrared Imaging Radiometer
Suite. This scanning radiometer collects imagery and radiometric measurements
of land, atmosphere, cryosphere, and oceans within the visible and infrared bands
of the electromagnetic spectrum. There is a product that NOAA distributes from
VIIRS called the Day/Night Band sensor that is a 750 meter resolution product
that has been useful in measuring radiance and reflectance off the Earth’s surface,
and orbits the Earth approximately 14 times per day. Night-time radiance data
often is useful in mapping the extent of human populations, and hence this data is
downloaded from NOAA as they provide it as a Nighttime VIIRS Day/Night
Band Composites, frequently updating it on their website at 15 arc-second
resolution, which we then resample down to 100 meter resolution for use in our
processes (Hillger et al, 2013)
II.

MODIS 17A3 2010 Estimated Net Primary Productivity, 1 km data, utilizing the
methods of Running et al, 2004. MODIS (MODerate-resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer) was launched into Earth orbit by NASA with the Terra and
Aqua satellites, capturing data in 36 different spectral bands, with spatial
resolutions varying at 250m (2 bands), 500m (5 bands) and 1km (29 bands)
(Salomonson et al., 2002). The estimated Net Primary Productivity product,
produces gross primary production of vegetation every day, and sums this to net
primary production, which is vegetation growth at the end of the year. This
product is computed with daily MODIS landcover and other agriculturally related
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calculations like FPAR/LAI and GMAO and is accessible via FTP at one of
NASA’s DAACs. The product is integrated into our population mapping process
as a single variable, mainly to provide further insight on land cover use and
inform the spatial distribution of vegetated areas. The 1km gridded data for an
entire country is also resampled to a finer 100 meter grid for use in our population
mapping process.
III.

WorldClim/BioClim Mean Temperature and Mean Precipitation 1950 – 2000 –
These continuous raster datasets are created from the methods of Hijmans et al.
2005 specifically using the WorldClim model that are an essentially a set of
climate layers that try to represent “current” conditions by interpolating data over
a certain set of years (in this case 1950-2000). These are produced at 1 km
resolution and the specific datasets that WorldPop’s uses in our population
mapping process are BioClim for Mean Temperature and Mean Precipitation as
significant variables in our dasymetric weighting process for population mapping.
WorldClim uses a major climate databases that collect information from terrestrial
sensors, however, the climate data is overlaid with the SRTM (Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission) which collected digital elevation models on a near-global
scale from 56° S to 60° N, to generate the most complete high-resolution digital
topographic database of Earth on the 11 day STS-99 mission of Space Shuttle
Endeavour (Van Zyl, 2001).

IV.

HydroSHEDS derived Elevation & Slope - HydroSHEDS (Hydrological data and
maps based on SHuttle Elevation Derivatives at multiple Scales) provides
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hydrographic information. The dataset was primarily developed at the
Conservation Science Program of the World Wildlife Fund US (WWF-US) in
collaboration with the USGS and other agencies. The database was developed to
generate key data layers in support of regional and global watershed analyses,
hydrological modeling, and freshwater conservation planning that was previously
unavailable. HydroSHEDS offers myriad geo-referenced data sets (vector and
raster), including stream networks, watershed boundaries, drainage directions, and
ancillary data layers such as flow accumulations, distances, and river topology
information. Resolutions range from 3 arc-second (~ 90 meter) to 5 minute (~ 10
km) at near-global extent. The HydroSHEDS data based on elevation data of the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) at 3 arc-second (~ 90 meter)
resolution. To generate HydroSHEDS, the original SRTM elevation data were
hydrologically conditioned in a certain sequence of procedures. Typical data
improvement and algorithmic improvements have been applied, including
customized gap filling, filtering, and stream burning, and upscaling techniques.
The elevation and slope of these datasets are used as variables in the weighting
process for the high resolution population mapping method.
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APPENDIX 2

“Guide to multi-year script”, executable within Google Earth Engine environment in the
Javascript language, developed by Trianni et al., 2015.
-All the parameters that can be modified are in the first session of the script
(PARAMETERS TO BE SET), do not change any line outside this area (there is a couple
of exception to this rule, specified in the guide).
Choose the region and the years to analyze:
1. area, country_name, province_name, are used to select the region of interest:
the first one selects a large area (names of available zones are specified in the
script), the second a country, the last a province of a country (available ONLY for
Indonesia and China). The parameters are mutually exclusive, and they are
checked in order, so if you want to use only a large area the other two parameters
must be set to "", otherwise country_name “wins” on area and province_name
“wins” on both.
E.g.: with this configuration the script selects the entire North America
var area = "North America";
var country_name = "";
var province_name = "";
with this one the script selects China
var area = "North America";
var country_name = "China";
var province_name = "";
IMPORTANT: province_name is considered only if country_name is equal to Indonesia
or China, otherwise it must be set to “”, or the script crashes. E.g., with this configuration
the script selects province of Bandung
var area = "North America";
var country_name = "Indonesia";
var province_name = "Bandung";
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otherwise, with this one it returns an error
var area = "North America";
var country_name = "Brazil";
var province_name = "Bandung";

2. zoom and center_on are used to final visualization, the first one set the level of
zoom, the second one specified the city on which center the map, if it is set to ""
the map will be placed on the center of the area/country.
3. year, number_of_years, and step select respectively the first year from which
the script starts, the total number of years to analyze, and the step progress
between years (e.g. set 1 for 1 year in 1 year, set 2 for 2 years in 2 years, etc.).
The script always works backwards, so e.g.
var year = 2010;
var number_of_years = 10;
var step = 2;
means that the script analyze from 2010 to 2001, 2 year by 2 (in there is no images for
one year it skips to the next one).
4. collection_type, sensor and cloud_cover select the input types (values are
specified in the script). All combination are possible but cloud_cover refers only
to standard type collection.
IMPORTANT: the script “autoscale” between collection and sensor types in function of
the year (e.g. there is not Landsat 7 data before 1995 so it sets automatically Landsat 5),
so these parameters are used ONLY for the first year. If you want to change the year
range for specific sensors, goes to line 1145 and after.
Set the classifier/s
1. classifiers is used to select which classifier/s to use (see the list and the codes in
the comments). Generally it must not be changed.
2. multiclassifier enable/disable the use of multiclassification: set false to use one
classifier for year, true to use three.
3. compute_area is used to enable/disable the computation of the area of the
classified zone, area_scale is a scale factor (generally it must not be changed).
4. ts_type is an important parameter to select what kind of training set use as input
for the classifier. Different parameters are enable/disable in function of this
choice:
a. If it is set to 0, manual training set are enabled, so the only parameter to
check is what fusion table/s use. The list of fusion tables starts from line
235, check what table/s you want to use, and then go to line 1103 and
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insert the code(s) separated by commas.
b. If it is set to 1, Globcover random points training set are enabled. In this
case you have to specify the area in which will be search the points. In
particular Globcover works inside square areas so you must set latitude
(ltd) and longitude (lat) of the center of this quad
c. If it is set to 2 Universe of city random points training set are enabled. In
this case you can specify in which city search the points, writing the name
in selectedCities. Alternatively if you want to use ALL the cities in a
province set use_all_cities to true. IMPORTANT: if you set
use_all_cities = true, selectedCities are completely ignored. use_all_cities
can be set to true ONLY if a province_name is specified, otherwise it must
be set to false.
NB: for both the random points training set you must specified the total number of points
to use (num_points).
IMPORTANT: the parameters used only by specific type are ignored by the others. E.g.
if ts_type=0, selectedCities will be ignored, on the contrary if ts_type=2 the chosen
fusion tables will be ignored. In this way you can set at the beginning the configuration
for all three types without conflicts and then easily switches between them changing the
ts_type.

Classification refinements
1. Waterfilter, NDVI, Elevation, Morphology. All these refinement “filters” are
applied in sequence. Each of them can be enable/disable setting true or false the
correspondent flag (waterfilter, mask_ndvi, mask_slope, morphology_on). The
meaning of each specific parameter is described in the script comments.
2. class_or_flag is used to switch between two different correction mode. If false
the script applies to each year (except the first one) the logical AND between the
current classification and the classification of the previous year. If true the script
applies to each year (except the first one) the logical AND between the current
classification and a global mask dynamically generated. The global mask is the
logical AND between the logical
3. OR of the classifications of all years and the morphological closing of the first
year classification.
4. Ground truth, test options do not enable.
Examples
Main parameters in some common situations. Refinement parameters such as
morphology or NDVI are ignored, because there are not standard values, they can be
adapted, enabled or disabled by the users.
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1. Kota Bandung, Indonesia from 2010 to 1995, step of 5 years, Landsat 7 Greenest,
manual training set
// General options
var area = "South Est Asia"; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var convex_hull = false; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var country_name = "Indonesia”;
var province_name = "Jawa Barat”;
var center_on = "Bandung";
var zoom = 8;
var year = 2010;
var number_of_years = 15;
var step = 5;
var collection_type = "greenest”
var sensor = "L7";
var cloud_cover = 1;
// Classifier parameters
var ts_type = 0;
-> this value specified the use of a manual training set based on
fusion tables
var multiclassifier = false;
var classifiers = new Array(5,9,6);
/* ALL THE PARAMETERS IN YELLOW ARE IGNORED FOR TS_TYPE=0 * /
var num_points = 500;
// Globcover random points parameters
var lng = -48.90564;
var lat = -0.890311;
var radius1 = 500;
var kernelType1 = 'square';
// Universe of cities parameters:
var cities_table = ee.FeatureCollection('ft:1pQPrIEGrYa2Y3v9tsN1xwfYuqRIqOoDPARgpwzS');
// Chose the city or the cities to use
var selectedCities = cities_table.filter(ee.Filter.or(ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Kunming'),
ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Yuxi'),
ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY',
'Qujing')));
var use_all_cities = true;
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At line 1103 set
var tables_array = new Array(ft2); -> this is the code of the fusion table for this area
2. Jiangsu Province (P.R. China) from 2008 to 2004, step of 2 years, Landsat 7
Greenest, Globcover training set, multiclassifier
// General options
var area = "South Est Asia"; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var convex_hull = false; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var country_name = "China”;
var province_name = "Jiangsu”;
var center_on = "";
var zoom = 8;
var year = 2008;
var number_of_years = 5;
var step = 2;
var collection_type = "greenest”
var sensor = "L7";
var cloud_cover = 1;
// Classifier parameters
var ts_type = 1;
-> this value specified the use of a random training set based on
Globcover
var multiclassifier = false;
var classifiers = new Array(5,9,6);
var num_points = 500;
// Globcover random points parameters
var lng = 119.43787;
var lat = 31.90554;
var radius1 = 400;
var kernelType1 = 'square';
/* ALL THE PARAMETERS IN YELLOW ARE IGNORED FOR TS_TYPE=1 * /
// Universe of cities parameters:
var cities_table = ee.FeatureCollection('ft:1pQPrIEGrYa2Y3v9tsN1xwfYuqRIqOoDPARgpwzS');
// Chose the city or the cities to use
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var selectedCities = cities_table.filter(ee.Filter.or( ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Nanjing'),
ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Suzhou (Jiangsu)'),
ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Changzhou')) );
var use_all_cities = true;

3. Brazil from 2010 to 2000, step of 1 year, Landsat 7 Greenest, Universe of cities
training set, single classifier
// General options
var area = "South Est Asia"; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var convex_hull = false; -> this value is irrelevant in this case
var country_name = "Brazil”;
var province_name = "”; -> this value must be “”
var center_on = "";
var zoom = 8;
var year = 2010;
var number_of_years = 11;
var step = 1;
var collection_type = "greenest”
var sensor = "L7";
var cloud_cover = 1;
// Classifier parameters
var ts_type = 2;
-> this value specified the use of a random training set based on
Universe of cities
var multiclassifier = true;
var classifiers = new Array(5,9,6);
var num_points = 500;
/* ALL THE PARAMETERS IN YELLOW ARE IGNORED FOR TS_TYPE=2 * /
// Globcover random points parameters
var lng = 119.43787;
var lat = 31.90554;
var radius1 = 400;
var kernelType1 = 'square';
// Universe of cities parameters:
var cities_table = ee.FeatureCollection('ft:1pQPrIEGrYa2Y3v9tsN1xwfYuqRIqOoDPARgpwzS');
// Chose the city or the cities to use
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var selectedCities = cities_table.filter(ee.Filter.or(ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Rio de
Janeiro'),
ee.Filter.eq('MAIN_CITY', 'Sao Paolo')));
var use_all_cities = false;
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APPENDIX 3

This Appendix catalogs the computing environments necessary for each of the Chapters.

For Chapter Two’s experiment:


The urban extents for Landsat were processed in the online Google Earth Engine
environment with the code detailed in Appendix II (Trianni et al., 2015)



The WorldPop open-source population mapping method utilized the Python and R
code found here: https://github.com/ForrestStevens/WorldPop-RF



The most current version of ArcGIS was utilized in 2014 as was the most current
version of R at the time (3.0.1 – Good Sport)



The computer specifications to run the Python and R code: Operating System:
Windows 10, Processor: Intel ® Core ™ i7-3940XM CPU @ 3.00GHz 3.20GHz
Installed Memory (RAM): 16 GB, System Type: 64 bit operating system with x64
based processor, Hard Drive: 393GB internally used, 1 TB and 4 TB externally
utilized.

For Chapter Three’s experiment:


The WorldPop open-source population mapping method utilized the Python and R
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code found here: https://github.com/ForrestStevens/WorldPop-RF


The most current version of ArcGIS was utilized in 2015 as was the most current
version of R in Fall 2015/Spring 2016



The computer specifications to run the Python and R code: Operating System:
Windows 10, Processor: Intel ® Core ™ i7-3940XM CPU @ 3.00GHz 3.20GHz
Installed Memory (RAM): 32 GB, System Type: 64 bit operating system with x64
based processor, Hard Drive: 393GB internally used, 2 TB and 4 TB externally
utilized.

For Chapter Four’s experiment detailing a proposal for Supercomputing resources:


The WorldPop open-source population mapping method utilized the Python and R
code found here: https://github.com/ForrestStevens/WorldPop-RF



The most current version of ArcGIS was utilized in 2017 as was the most current
version of R in 2017



The computer specifications to run the Python: Operating System: Windows 10,
Processor: Intel ® Core ™ i7-3940XM CPU @ 3.00GHz 3.20GHz Installed
Memory (RAM): 32 GB, System Type: 64 bit operating system with x64 based
processor, Hard Drive: 393GB internally used, 2 TB and 4 TB externally utilized.



Critically due to needs for massive memory in vector allocations, the R code
currently being run on an allocation of 96 cores within NASA’s Pleiades
Supercomputer, which is managed by NASA’s Advanced Supercomputing
Division. This work is facilitated by the NASA Earth Exchange (see Nemani et
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al., 2011), which also has allocated 1TB of memory and 12GB of RAM in an
Linux environment that is accessed through Secure Shell protocol (SSH).
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